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Introduction,
The purpose of this treatise is to suggest an introductory 
teacher training course based on a selected body of subject mat­
ter, Up to the present time oeurses have dealt mainly with 
three bodies of knowledge: biblical; professional, i.e., psy­
chology and pedagogy including supervision and management; and 
departmental. They have not met the needs of the young people 
nor enlisted them for the work of the church. It is because of 
this that a body of material not definitely vocationalized, but 
more insplrati.onal,_is proposed, ^fith this emphasis, it is 
hoped that a foundation for the further, more specialized, train­
ing of the voluntary teacher is to be achieved. Then the teacher 
who goes into the work of religious education on the voluntary 
basis will be aware of the task and inspired to make the teach­
ing of religion a vocation.
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F,QRM. W Q0UR§|1. Zro I cCS
' 1 ‘ ^ in r<^f ^ * j i:\r ^ x^hc
4* Th^-Problem. D^flnedfi-. ■* ^ ■ « t*' c-*- of
' 'Te^chersv^ is^,^g2;e J.nqlT?.de
all^tgjiohg^g^^^jwgrkgre^of^the^Ohurch..§$hool^ t^e gdug^tipn^J. 
agengy-of^vtli.e;,5^ur.q]^, rggardlesg ^of w^igg^igr^^Jbey ^"be -mqmbgrs Qftb 
thg*-Su^ifL^XtssliOal that ,o^tiShe-yQgatiO£^,§hu^g^ ^ghgol^
or^pf thg FeQfet.Psyv6oh90l,qf^ggligton« leaders^ of^jbgy8;^£,and, 
girls'- pjLubg Qr. gpoietiesj ^.or what9Y0?ri§?i??* -'-T^^i.Sdjleetiyevyygl- 
untary” is to d^qignate tbat these people are doing this their
share in, the ed49&t}.Qnal wprk^ofijthg;,ghurgh 'feg^usenQf ^hgirf^lpYe
for, the'Qhurch-or, th® .^-both pr-gJ.'t'hgj thgy are
trying to serve, — for the higher ideals of scroiety, or because 
'* ’ '-T i a-2 rlaj.» of £. Co use-:they are' seeking a"*safisfao"to3^ feay'oT‘Self-expression, and with^
in f i Ov :.*• I-"*!;*" ^ ^'' ' ocnnuioN,
out any financial remuneration whatsoever. Their reward, if
“v 1130 J.'i <.*'*^r* r*. ^ 1 t ly yO
there be any other than that in the world to come and such per-
izou*.^ r'-* '■ -h 1 .. a .4. ,.'v iiv,-*».ton c-r
sonal benefits as the acquiring of regular habits of study, regu-*
lar contact with the world’s greatest literature, and the moral
w - ^ ■ ' ■ o . ' . c, >.c , . n ‘ ’
stimulus to live up to their teaching, which are not to be depre* 
dated, has to come from the joy of helping boys and girls develop
— , *■ -cr e ~ ji ^ bo *v ’'Iv
like flowers grow, the satisfaction of a task well done. But' how
''' " "c -•'r ^'a .* -"f 'u 11-the
can we assure the teachers of that, if their efforts are merely
' f i • _ 5* '■ , j ' , 2T. . *1 .1 ti-r
a blind groping? If we accept their voluntary services, even
J ''♦it' ^ ^ i.
urge them to give them, we most certainly owe our teachers help 
in the form of preparation and guidance, hence our problem of an
' t f . re .t >:! e -- -.ji \ • =
introductory course.
r-3'1 ic'^ < i‘ •* V it 0 "o





But wnose^ nefti a. oo.urae :bp ^ee^? ^ j;ie@48^
oi the^teajjher iii„s^erY^ioe. differ greatly .from those, pf the^,._^
,teacher,in^pr.0paratioa for it.,^^ Eyen thpagh .the^pa^ohlems pf
the former and the duty of the church toward them ay^^not, to 
he minimized or. disregarded, the ^ifSpr r^esppnsi-
hility at present .lie.s .in ge,tfing. reader ,foy, %e future.. With 
the rapid advancement of, seoj4ar, ed^oatio^ we Jnust^ see to .it
that we fhcruit pur religlpusjea.o.hers^ for^ the^ nerf;_ pnera^^
from among those^^ who___ have^ the
sohool education. Accordingly, the course^ to he. worhed out.^is 
planx^ed'With'tie y-js
interested Ih,'' enlisted and prepared for the great task.
t. 11 “ ^ ^ ‘ ^
■B. -The Heed-and.^IfidS ^ such a couras;
The pilnWoduotQTytffour'sey- is, as the-’n^me fvCnnoies, 
to precede- other -courses, Aa was suggested .ahove, .it .iP'-to 
■insti-ll -young people with -tdepls for a future- avo.caUon or 
profession, make them want to teach. It is. moreo.ver, to 
lay a foundatipn .<or professional training to fo.l-loi?,- >n;'th.e 
•eommunity Training Sohool wherever possihle,. elfte--in-tjie looal
o.huroh, for teachers, it is granted.-, qan. he,4tps\ efferct.ive-ly 
trained hy the cooperative, federated resources of all. .t> 
churches of a community. It is, .howeyer;-<the duty c* thej
w C'looal ohuroh to enlist them. o*. \ o :
If the a^i^roh is to--Ao-its-^uty arxaijnee^t the, gr.e^t-
est need of .pup ppunt^r. at_,the^,P.upoeM. time.,-v. tliat P/, thet-,,
mpral and religipus education of the nation — it must he 
prepared* '‘f'oV the'tasl^:^ '■fnil,:jt5ife rklifeld'i^s educa^toVs’'as'^a
r^-whole will have to be voluntary teaohera for the nex% f^w deo- " 
ades, at least. They must be trained so they can measure up
- * . * * ^ :,0'' 1 *l ' V ’’L - ‘ “
favorably with those of the public sohool. If we remember,
. ^ ^ ^ lev ^ *
further, that the great majority of churches are small and
are located in the country or in villages, it is but a step 
further to realize that the class in the individual churchV- *• 1 , » • . ^
often will be the only kind of teacher training which can be
*■' -S: H' f 'v J i « . r'' ^
put into operation. And if, as Gifford Pinohot says, "There 
' ■■ t Hi > t; ‘ - t ' a »
is no single factor of righteousness in civilization which
can be more effective than the country church,"^ the task is 
- I * . . L ■* * *< >» i,- > ^ . r
indeed a vistalone, and one w^ioh we dare not pass over lightly
r- r. f '
even in the smallest hamlet. The youth there as well as every-«- * ■v# C'* ! , kUC'OH \}<t
where deserves the best.
. s i 0 Our aim that the religious teacher of the future ' j 1'. } e r - t ♦'i;"'' * '*<5?
should have at least the equivalent of a high sohool educa- 
tion naturally places the .Introductory Teaching, Tyainin^ 
Courie in the Young People’s Division of the Sunday-school, 
particularly in' the upper half of it, or the Young ^Peop)le *s ^ 
Department. Young people from eighteen to twenty-four, or< G* ‘ ' J l ‘ ' 'V„ .t ’ i
from fifteen or -'^o twenty, as McElfresh puts it, are
”at the climax of hope and couragethey have no heavy, 
burdens as .ye.t^ nor toio^ many, interests. ^ They are at an age_ 
when altruism 4s apt Jjp be high and when vocational ohoiepsV. • y 34 i
are made. This group^ in £iven church should be made, the _ 
subject of intense study and obS’er-vatiohi whereupon from the
cElfresh,* #., "The Training of Sunday Sohool Teachers 




beat talent available among-the high sohopl gradSiites; Oollege 
students^ and high school pupilsy aooording'to* the "sttuatlbfl, 
the future teachers* of the^ohurchcsohodl'^should be selected for 
the qualities of^nifid, heart nhd^ character fitting'-for ^religious 
leaders. 'They'-should be chosen pr-ayerfully, ^and :*thS‘t^ak^^ith 
its purposes and iddals" ishouid^be aetnbefore them^with^’^ignity 
as hard, but great-i^ork, an/'ho66r="and''a privilege.' They should 
be challenged for service, through the need for more skillful 
teacliers and the^training necessary, in suofi a way as to baTl 
out the beat in them. The parents of these young people should 
also be interested in the great cause for which their children
V-1 ^^ 2 f 1/-X j
are to be prepared. Apdwhen they are being trained in the science
or art of religious education, the course should be given dignity
by seeing that the equipment available is such as can well
measure up with that of an up-to-date high school or oollegei
a separate classroom, maps, blackboard, Bible dictionary, and
at least a nucleus of a library. The value- of the individual
should be enhanced, and due regard given to his or her special
*• > «
fitness to work with a certain age-group; in other words, teaoh-
‘ T 'ii -Q'
ers should be trained and placed .according to likes, aptitudes 
- n ^ ^ V viilci a ' !
and special qualifications.
i * k V Z * ^ ^ ’ V j' 0?
Since the entrance requirements for students of oom-
1.1 ; r J<'1' i. ^ " ■ T
munity training schools as to age is sixteen years and a backr 
groimd of two years of high school, and the International onei- 
year Bible Study Course also was to have that age as its lower 
limit, it is suggested as that for the student of an Introduc­
tory Teacher Training Course for Voluntary Religious Teachers
in the looal ohuroh, both in regard to ohoioe of themes and 
treatment of suhjeot-matter. The oouree proposed might then 
he made up of a group of eleotivea. and talje the place of a 
year’s lessons, preferably In the Young People's, or perhaps 
in the senior pepartment of the Ohuroh Sohool, depending upon 
looal oonditions. The older group with a more serious purpose 
would in my estimation he the ideal toward which to work.
0. The Purpose ot tl^ Course: to Rai^ the Status of Teacher 
Sunday-sohool teaching is the greatest opportunity 
for many busy people to express their deepest convictions 
about the'reaaly-Vorlh'*4’ile; Inl ^ mUris of training, we
purpose to help them to^do'^so In a higger way. The aim of 
the teacher should he not so much the simple imparting of 
facts from and about the Bible and the Ohuroh, but to develop 
personality by means of them. Therefore, in order to teach 
religion effectively we need not only, or especially, know­
ledge of the pupil and methods of instruction, but of the 
subject-matter, and that' in its connotation and background, 
in order that the teacher may stand on a level with the pub­
lic sohool- teacher. He or she must, develop a professional
spirit and feel set apart for the great and noble task of
teaching religion to the rising generation.
1 7 / s
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Ik f L ; ■ > M t M t-x "ij
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II. I-TS aigTOSI >6-NP GURBI0UI>UM% '-N.
1-^ j ^ ’'vC . -=».
A. Intr.Qdugtionir.Tt^e Jr&^9fit._>53Lfcufi1ilQnt, . ev. i
^ f2]iQ unpreQ0^^|ited dgyelopment of popuiapj^et^upation 
is ‘bringing thernoed^pj ^-moral foundation for oitizensfeip Jq 
oup attenjiion^^org an^^more. ^England ^IsQ^is faping tlji§ prob^ 
ipm.- Beqpuse, of ^SJm&S^Seyeral-ye^rs ago wa§^ *
bao^:ii3g. §git^J.0n:for mo.Q0y«^h§tdthe Si^day-gQhqgi-tmig^t-imTr-d 
prove pl&nt ^d^|or tliei'-preparatipn^ of mate,rials,-aii4 
literature .nqt only, but to provide for.inppeotion and to 
aerve^ag^& nuoleug-for tbeetrainipg o^^^professional tgaohipp. h
as well; .gmate^ra wereibeing reppgn^zedv.as^^insuffioientr'in"’-
themselve9^ .^elig^Qn has tal';eA^Put of-iQip: .pu-bli? «
schools; -Xt can not be t§^sM in. t];iem in a demppraoy ber. 
lieving in a free = church witbin a free st^te^ ft? -our gountry 
does. Religious Education, the moqt important pbage of„edu-ii 
cation, since it prepares for living the most oompletevlife, 
has thus been left in the care of the home and the church.
The home as a whole has not been doing its share, and it is 
doing it and less in this industrialL. age;
not been prepared for the double bu^^entwliioh has -fa,lle,n-tP 
it in consequence, and the regult,=xhag begn .greutT-lneffipipaoy
and waste. , - - - ,5 ?
We nped mqrul and rpligipws eiuoation-^orP than-gver;
not only-sbQHid our leader^ be trained but al3, the-r.est,as 
welji anl-most-gspepiuily the fpreiguers witihip^our gatep.
i20)
SI
The old-time Sunday-sohool has done the best it oould with
• o - - . j;, 7 • ,, 7. * .’t,
the small means ^at its oommand and inefficiently manned as
t *Ov 'I ^iu-i ’ ‘.j -.r ? ^ r i fu c ^
It was. The question before us at the present time is; Are
we to have as the moral foundation for citizenship ethics
•^r .1^ ' lo/. '11
in the schools of the State or religious education provided
rti' ’0 ' V ” .. ^
for by the Church? If the latter is to be the case, the 
c.t sr'r 5 ' jr •h.rv’^
Church can meet the need only by seeing that Its educational
— Lr ' - .' i w' > -It i'*“ *" - TV 4,'i* *• —
system is properly organized and its teachers trained. Trained
» i i. , If- TTi'nt '• , * ■> ^ tl ^
in the teaching of religion so as to reinstate religious ex-
V • c i • ., ^ 1 ’ ' ^ ‘ ^-
perienoe. A program of teacher training for the local church 
and the community is all the more Imperative since it is be-
r* -w vJ fit. U* ‘ ^ w 1 ^ -i-
ing recognized that the time on Sunday is not only altogether
* ' i « i u "> K ^ r' ^' "ic.; *
too short, but that more periods per week, permitting moreT Tv -■ wj-ij .‘^4 ' .VP ■ . #
frequent repetition, are pedagogically necessary, and the■«. " .*" • i. *■' 0 ^ " J LW) '■
demand for Week-day Schools of Beligion increases. Not until^
the Church can man her school with teachers prepared as well
i
as those of the public school is she justified in asking. “, .V ^ ^ ^ ' i. * ‘
that institution for a division of time.
At present nearly all Sunday-school teachers are
v^oluntary FSr&^^l'Jihis: IC &S)iiUtlon. their particular
bit of service th^-^hei-r "boTnmuhi^ty", in'which'-ttey,^'%e'^ native 
3bofir,‘^^'re'-housewive^,“ pro'fassional ttfen ^nd'^women,' c^e-rksy^'" 
'^Pa’nfief's-,-''etc be&idef^'-being oh'i^'h menfbers''a:nd‘ ambng^ lier 
best^«tJ5;tfSensv s ijhair^%ducatSoiml^'prepa-i‘atf^ fs tha-t'*of'' 
'less thTan igl^bvelh" yeArS^-^in ^e'jilib'll'b ^oho"ois o'f'ti^n'ty ye^ars
<i -u f . i' *■*.V •
i *
ago. Theirs has teen no professional training, except for
*■ ' ‘t. l j. I COUI r- j* 3 «C J* i V ^ * >. ■ T .
that in the local teacher training class in the case of a
small percentage, and they are generally unsupervised.
1 rT 5 * ’ ■* I c . f1 V- J • •‘V
A little investigation, or mere reflection, will 
readily reveal the fact that the average life of the Sunday-
^ ‘ i K r ' 't* 4.* nc i ' r *’ u ^•'s-
school teacher as such is comparatively short. Before he
or she has had much chance to gain experience through prac-
vv.'‘'r nr K i.!3 Ti,^ ih^,i
tioe, which might he an aid, the teacher is called from thecr i liv - ..t:-r 1 ^ *- •'0. v ‘ "r -i*,
work, he it hy marriage and the new duties following in its
wake, because of leaving the community, on account of dis-
j: ‘A r-s Cii vi,e ^ li
oouragement "because of a realization of unpreparedness to
’ I *1 ^ AS i5w Vi ^ ^\Q
cope with the problems involved in teaching a class, or the 
’' —v* t b-ve j in'-*"* ’''f r*3 sih'- the -.rrc-,
recognition of lack of haolsground, or due to mere selfish-ici j*.3, '^*’c r 0 tCtwf'h - .
ness and unwillingness to give time to the task, because it
' irn
had not been faced in its entirety at the outset with a ohal-
lenge as to the need. Bach year sees 300','000 new Sunday-school 
•> ^ h' h
teachers and officers initiated, and many more are needed, if
* ■ 2
still without religious education'are to be reached..
..X ’• vU . . < Z -L T ft'.rr-i : iP
B. Teacher Trafhihg: Its lf^eU»%h'd-"Brg^oVy: ^
t HcT# Keenly '-the 'he"ed’-*'fcSr''miDre ad^-ua't#"reilgldlis‘* 
ihe'trud-tiOnPj-i'e^ fe3?t b^- th'ought’ful'-meh,'^ is ^ehoW Vy the plans' 
wK-i’oh^'h'Sve'^'6e'ei?'ad^o-ated'"and^ t¥i'ed-lri? different ■sections o‘f’
dtZrAjbunt'fj? to- ^timUlatb "^Ible' sb-uff^^,^ suolt aV '
kota platf hh'i the drVeibfy ‘6r'>0oXo'rede"-£l^'.f -The’lhttdf ^els- *'-'i 
pedTaXty5*alst)^as shbwn'hW the' Iddk^ af the'*'me"sseng'’er^^a/c^5'^^^y
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defeat the message': ‘tli^re Vere'no‘^*’*i:e4hher8^ ^nditgli ’avak'lerhle 
who oould meat -the 'requirements gtve^Yt'*‘eve2f 'fair Vfial. 
(rire''g3:eates't‘ ptobleTn o'f Helig'iquB ^duo%;tt(5if irT Ame^ffca’’ 
’thaV'of ah'Vfeqiiat'e* ^upplTT^of trained'^te'adherW;' thVun-^^ 
trained vdiuntary "fre'aohhr ‘of-’ the ^uhdety-^ohool past ^ "■
has'been her‘a'trVng'fh, but'her wea]m^s^^^"f-n Eduoa- 
tionhl Bulletin'5 Mcr6ea^ A". 'Eoni-fhe^ points ont"
tha-f 'T^adher Training is necessary because the present laethod 
of Sunday-school ihstfiiotlon‘do'ea'-n(5‘t‘''qualify *th'^ pi^'l?l&'‘t*o 
become teaohOrs; the tfme is too short, it is'true, btit part 
of'^the’^fault ifixsfals'o rdst wftfi-ti^^iMtraifi^d'^tea'ehe'rs.^ If., 
tha dliurilfi^^ohocrf is't^ staiid'^^ S'du'oatiai^^5^£tftuti6EL, 
it "'must'hate*^’rained 'teachers Vhcr'-SnoW ■EHe^bBt^^homr^aiid- ^ 
how of^their ‘ths’fi; "^h^ Bi'bleV tie phpil, ^'^d how to-'^t^aoh'^t
to iim. tro u « V 'M ■■
Xhe‘ hi^ory *6f feaclief'Tffii-nfng’'for'Sunda^-s'cEool
te^ioli^'rs' dateS ba6^‘’^to'1857^ iihen t^oEn H. Vincent Had. his"^ 
firit CflSss at Jdliet, Illinois.* It was-due to his-efforts
that the Shautauqua Institute, In-^wHiSfi-ten'denomlhatidha- 
oooperate‘d i'h‘T§ao^e?''[?rjaifiing7 wat^fc}uhd§d''4rh‘‘‘W§‘stern^IIew 
tb'f£^Sta^S"in'*'18^6i^’ ' The first oodrse'for'^Sunday-aohooI-*^ 
teSiSie^sl?^6ne-ofrt#d-volumSs''o©Veri-ng a period Vof-fout years, 
made^4te[^appeafdncb^in-3l866*'at‘ Roo]tfd^^d, =^lllinois. -'"At^abdut 
tEe-Same^time tlnceht^'fdoofflmgMdd-^tha^ a year*a trainlng^iri^
elude: five'ieotuf^s-'^on-the-prindiplds-and the art of" teaching; 
ten-on thoiBlbre, Its'histSiy.fiwritersV 'iabpdratioh';' Original
languages, style*,*'evidences, and the like; ten specimen lessons
for infant, advanoe4-an4_-^dult_;^qla8ses;^ten ^xegetioa-L^gg-^^ 
ercises from Old Teat^en-^^^^nd histqry
oateohetic&l Iqaeo^g^Joi^-Qg^qert-^reqitatJon 55 B^bie-^isSory, 
geography,- QhronoJ.ogy* anoipnt manngj*^ an^ gustqmgand -five 
lesions on org^izationj.-ob^eots, ^hisfgry* managemgpj:^ qhuroh 
relatio;is, and the development qf iJtie^gunday-schQol. t^hls 
was to bq fqllowed'„b_y,:^ regd^i^ .oou^jq filiSi;U®st^boqks on 
teao^lng. t . .e . * , . _, 3 to . .
V But 4t not Wt!il^i?Q8-t.featt*-the^tirat>^^*^u4ar4^.
Jeaohei; (Dyai|i|ng .GQt3;rse, with a number of denominations .qo-
A^^ued. I,ts fifty lessons,o.pnsiated of-twenty 
pi}, the„5i^}.9,. and* qpv,envqach_^pn t^ie jpupil.j.the teacher, -and 
the Bunday-.sqhopl,' I$^was fol^owqd ^y an^^^^a^qed,^QiOu^pe,-;Of 
one, hundred leqsons; fpr^iy^on Jhe Bible ^nd ten e.aoh^qn tbg 
pupil, the ^teacher,^ the ^und§yTSghool,^
sions and the like. The first standard qourse, requiring^ 
two hours of preparation per lesson to lead to thinking^ for 
reference reading, reports on it, and praotioe teaching, 
was by 1911 oonsiddred as. not well adapted to its purpose*^
It was recognized that what was -needed was rather,a brief . 
introduction to Bible study in the light of a viqw .of^the 
great biblioal epochs, a brief shetqh of the unfolding of
the child's life, and an outline of th^^art of |^aohlng, ..ih 
other wordq, high e^uoa^ipnal standards, werq t^, be .embpAisd 
in courses ba8ed.-on'sound .educational theory, With these, 
peeds In view thpre gradually .evglyed Jhe,^^^? Stgndgrd^ Jeaqh^ 
Tramng.gopse. ^ . r'
- ^i!^aohe.I^ OJi^alning. ajQur^e*, j7hioh,drs;^
to equip-the teacher, ^tq. -jn^e.t- tha negjis :o^ th^-pupil.^'^deve'l- 
oplug llfe^ ezapj^aaizes .educational meth.od*^ “'It preauppLoaesi. * 
Bible knawledge* and, ^pompriaeq. .three .years--ct;P^ f(£r.ty tlagaoha 
each, consisting- pf i^i't> o.f 'tpns-a.^^spns -in the ordercof
their, ^ijmedl'^te ^applio^,y..oii»cJ?i ttmaghd^pgv:* fTftua, i-fe>ia that'-J' -
the -flrst,^ear-.oo^ta,in8’:wha4(^?^-p,o^3itdexe,d 'Jrtetoost? vjrfcal. - 
t^EJiEil‘.’jPT4h.aipAej;.Pf .teaching.,..hoy? itcu*teach»^’ 
the 1-i^e o&0,ln:-is^tj,.^and the raimv'/ou^iSnlhu--
and organization, Ihe second year in its si'gnifi^an;c^t=-
f SeSr iS?aata-
^enj, prpgyess^p^.tjie G^i-at^anryaJ-dgl^n-,;. and^.^tradpilig. goj* 
th.e. ^pvatipnal l-d^e-continjuaS'this and- prepareSirfar cthelde- 
.pa.3^‘^©ntal specia-lization oS the thlr^ alongt. line-a-'-oiE^psy- 
Ohology, methods, and-^ organization;' ^Toamakersure x>'f thel back­
ground of Bible ^knowled'ga which is prosuppoged, a one-year"'*-- 
Eible study course was to be provided for. It was to-con­
sist of forty-five minute lessons, forty in number, requir---** 
ing an hour of preparation eaoh-, arid aiming at the:coordlna- 
tlcn of the Bible material to arouse interest'In-ltp"orihtSht. 
The course was planned for .grammar sdhool graduatesor;Six­
teen .year olds,,hut it neverjappearedV - -
• ' As'ear,ly .as in-the fall of 1911,-however, ^hen^^tho'^ *
first'Standard Teacher Training Gours^3had‘proyen-^unflatis- - 
factory, htherc-iffas ^launched ;in Bes Molhe'eithe f'iTSt^Oi.ty*'I-ri-^ 
Stitnta 'fon Eel-igiouaeTeachar?-; e. .schrial v^ith high eduodtiohi^- 
ideals and^coursps *.an ^tha'’Soa*la''ai ^Univereity extensi'on-work.^^
86^
'was** to te ks W* Athearn says in his book by tife b'ejiie name,
4' contribution of 4e college to religious education;"
high- grade' eduoatfonaV iMtitutibri- surcharged with religtori'.'^
Its oufrioulum’ included three Yinds' of courses; iT Bftlioal, 
which 'were for the purpose 'of l&yuifiiig the tools and iffethdds 
of Bible study, hehbe inoludad" the us,e of maps, Bible -diction­
ary. and commentaries/ ThV neo'esslty Vf ’4e ■tVabh'’e;'s lowing 
the Bible from a moi'e-rn historical viewpoint, so that .he will 
also love it was recognized in this. 5he courses provided" 
for consisted of Old Testament History, life of Christ, Apos­
tolic Age and Blbiioal Geography,' Including manners aiil ous- 
toms of thV’Heb^wa.^'^'2) The feVartmentaj oouxses, taking 
a'knowledge of the Bible for granted, were to stress 
‘alW the lines defined, and 5)* the Pfo'fesaional ^oWses 
were to cover the fields 'of knowledge 4'd ’skill,' Ss -well' as- 
theory: Child Psychology and Pedagogy, Story Telling, and Su­
pervision and Hanagdment. The graduation requireDiehta oo'n- 
sisted of three knowledge, two methods, and one theory course, 
The City Institute of Des Moines was the- beginning 
of the Community Training School Movem^ent. How — 13 years 
later — we find schools patterned "after it in many of our 
"larger cities ail over the country. The latest recommenda­
tions regarding the curriculum of such a school by the founder 
of the City .Institute, Dr. Athearn, are’only at slight vari­
ance' with the first; Such cpurs'es* as Mbiical Geography and 
Vtory Telling havd been inoor^ra’t'ed in tlose of whose subjeot- 
mVtter t'Ue'y are p.art'of the' technique, the former; foV inst'ance,
Educational Bulletin Ho.7, 1918.
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is part of any Bi^ble course. Such courses as Bssentials of 
Christianity, Religious Peilagogy, or how to organize a reoita-®. i \ #^.3 Z- £• . u ,
tiopj ke^p order and attention, and Oh^roh History, as a hroad- 
ening course, are added, or stressed more than before. Teach-
- H - ' t. ^ O*' -Ui
ers in the work are urged to select their two courses in the 
Community Training School, especially the first year (of the
^ j It .i >v ' ■*-'!
three), so that one will meet an immediate need, and one will
j V r,w r e' v-' "
have as its aim the giving of breadth of view and enlarged
: • ‘ ne ** ^ ... re.’. ic .rt
vision as far as the school, the church, or the subject-matter 
^ -• -* ^^ fcl
is concerned.' “ ' ^ ^* ^ * w
The International Council of Religious Education,*‘-■5 . 1 < ; ' 1 ■^> 'Ci la C ' r} r-* 'l-
which has sponsored both the first Standard and -the New Stand-'' ^ •- .'f ' n ’ n‘*'r“' * - % .-'J J » T- ‘j . .
ard Teacher Training Course, is at present fof. Educational
, V ifii O'* '*■*11 *-1.
Bulletin No.4, 19E4-19S5) insisting on making the latter the ru . ^ * /c ^ JS •!»* -
sole recognized curriculum for apcyedi.ted community training
schools, a demand which is both narrow and autocratic. This~ 3 f Dv,, * , • * V .
would make the requirements^ for^.graduation from a community 
training school eight general and four specialization units.
all short, half-year courses, when it is preferable hnd in 
acoordano'e'-wi^th-t*h&-&ighe&t*«tandards to'have fewer units ex- 
tending over et ioriger p)erlod of'time ‘ehoh. The period, or - * 
semeSterV reduced from’'the former twelve or'^-fi’f^'
teeh weeks Vo" ten. ' ' -■-■.uu*-
‘The apV^’oaoh to' Te'acher Traini'ng’‘‘be-lohg's in the-^lodeilr 
Qhtiro'h,* Wnd’ ao't'fve campaigns 'duri^ the past 'd'e'oade hlE^e'‘done 
muo'h to *open our 'eyes to the hrgeht nnV^^'fbr mo-re'- adeq'uhte^ '-■ 
preparation for the' church 'bohob'-l* teacher.' 'Glh-Vs' a'i^hr^VlKhs
»i
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haa 1)601:1 organized, yet the actual number operating still is 
small in eomparison with the number there should be. Gener­
ally both suoh a olass and the Community Training School set 
the teacher as well as the teacher-to-be to work on actual 
problems in courses including the study of the Pupil, the 
Teacher, and the Sunday-school, be it in the Hew Standard 
Course or others of the same type. A more novel way of ap­
proaching the training of teachers at present is through the 
study of the biography of great teachers, stressing the heroic, 
dramatic side, and leading to methods by way of an introduction 
to the curriculum and program. This is the method of the 
"primer of Teacher Training” by Arlo Ayres Brown. Another 
way, the apprenticeship method. Tarings the members' of the 
training olass into contact with great teachers, having them 
work as their assistants, as cadets, the tezt-book being a 
mere manual. Valuable as this might be, it is not practical 
in the average situation, for there are not enough great teach* 
ers available.
^he Problem of This Study;
A happy medium as a basib for Teaoher Training, then, 
might lie in a course instilling ideals of teaching, supple­
mented by the 'Community Training School, or the Hew standard 
Course, enlarged as to soepe, for it is xinsatisfactory and im- 
praotioal to have the teachers get into the work before they 
really know if they want to become teachers. The defining and 
working out of suoh a course, and most especially the first 
year of it, is to be the problem of this study.
III. THE PROPOSED 0OURSE; ITS SUBJEOT-MATTBR
THE‘Pliopessp. COURSE: -ITS SUB^OT-GUTTER. ^
' - ' r' , '"' “* * * ' ‘X’^l
A.-^eY.4fi^B<3die& >of Batat
The "City Institii‘te’'for-'Religious Teadhers^^f^Sugge'SHs 
as a prog-ram'fof thS'-fir^t yeaf* of traihiAg fdr the would^-he^' 
tea6h&r'a general leo^ufe" and a ■blhlloal^-oohAsS., "^besides thd' 
r&gular Sunday-sohool'lesson. ■'PurfEer experiment -with Teadher 
•Training‘has brought ^us tS the^ plaoe whdte. ihe genbral**Ife]3f6r^. 
is'no longer Sdvocat’ed after the first year br two! Sihbe'the 
training of- teachers* in' the Ibesal church is tb be supplemented 
by tliat •0'f"tEb'*-‘Cominuni’ty'^Tfalning SoKbo-l,* “whbnbfer sucli is'po's-
sible, our next oonsi'de'ratioh''ia‘'t8 dbter&lne ^hat Is^to'-^be"'^ 
taught where. 4. f ) ■ ■ , cp . ^
' In ^the iight^ of the forbgblng, we'profjo'se the^-fbll6tf5 
ing seven bddibs of data as fundamental in=teacher training: 
Biographies of Qreat Teachers, the Story of the Bible, the Story 
of the Church, a definite knowledge of the Uniqueness of ohr Re­
ligion, the Essentials of the Christian Rdligibh'"-Genetic psy­
chology, and the instilling in the- wonld-bo' teacEefs‘ the idea 
that-they stand in‘Apostfd3.ib‘SucdefeSibh^ in a Ifhe'of great
heroes to be messengers to carry on their work. They can, how­
ever, not all^find their place in a course^ covering forty weeks, 
or even a year. But are ^all logically a part of the introduo-
tory course, or do some of these bodies of material belong to
I' ‘ .1- - " -■" r-*
the curriculum of the Community Training School? Already in the 
”0ity Institute^for Religious Teachers” it was recognized in
(30)
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1913 that 'Jbh^ Inst^tu-tdonvWhps^-nape d:t hears -ehould enco-uragP 
Teacher Training, in- the local, ohurch, it^ppt-tj-ng the atandards^^, 
and.-giving, advanced and specialized wqrk. , ;;
A good, and-it seems tha logical, introduotpi^y opursp 
from among these seven hodjle.s-,of,^data wpuld begin with the^.^tory 
of^the-Bible ps-a wonderbopk, following it~with a study of the-- 
uniquenessiof pp.r Chr4stian religion as compared with, other ’• 
great world religion^. The^ the.*young, people could, .thrpjugh a 
study of. the biographies of great church leaders and- teacher^, 
be Ipd to see how tljey as ^eaphprs of ChristjLanity-will^be in 
4ppstolip,-iBuocpgsi9n to^those whochaye-pg^sejl on, His.tpry
of^the phuroh, fpljoyrtng ,,as i^^t^-dpes^.tjiat th§ Apo§^olip 
would^have its log teal, plapej^in ti^©-o^Ki'io^lumt of fhe; Qpmmpnity 
.•^r^ining gchool. of the ^Bsseptialp of Qhristlapi^ar-also
could-be carrig^f-vOnFmore prp;fitebly tjierg; a ouryey qf^Old, Testa­
ment Higtory and, Keligdon would prepare the way by giving the 
essentials of the Hebrew religion upon which Christianity is 
built. It might be even better tp have it following ,.a gtudy- 
of the-life of Christ, .an^, the dgvelppment-of^the^Oho-lTQii* .And 
genetic-psychology.,, in.-qne, way.,Qr another, gener^ally has bee^^
accorded ^ placq^thg^e^ ^ tc---
^ cX * ' f "
B. Thd Seven Bodies of hata Described and Defended:
« yt.. X - a, V . ' »But why should these bodies of data have a place in
r 1 icx.......... X. - . . »e i '<=the curriculum of Teacher Training? Let us consider them more
/ f' w -h I • ■'* ' o ^ j , *w « t " "t-— - < -
in detail one by one, according to the arrangement adopted above,
and determine,^jeaqqn.. . -
The International pne-year Bihle Study Course, whlohA i
was to precede the Jlew Standard Teacher Training Course, was ”to 
secure the enthusiastic allegiance to the program of twentieth 
century Christianity. How much more should not that 1?© the 
case of the course we propose about the gtory of the Bible, 
which is to, d^al not so much^with the conte^_ but with, the _story
of our Christian,, library} _hpw,41^ q^e, into ^being and grew af a 
body of li-^qratur§^^ ^how it was^ first^^ut into writii^, what
sacrifices were made for it, the printing of the first Bible,
the putting into different Iqnguagos, maki^^it heroic,
a wonderbook, so. that.the X^nng people^can.almosjj see a,halo
around %t. when.Jhey s§e„lt d|ak. aye^QQjioerned ^it;h
the results of ^^pdepn workmanship ^nd investigation,, which ^re
yital, oonatructiye. and^,informing, in order that t^e future 
teacher may, because of haying that toowledge, desire to^teaoh, 
for we oan emotionalize knowled:ge, without losing soientifie 
and academic values.
The study of the Story of the Bible may help te in-- ^ V'; w-.'- . tv 7^.3
tyoduo® that of the Uniqueness of our Ohristian Religion in
tF **
comparison wi'th other re-ligions, especially when it is pointed
out that religions as duoh exist long before they have a liter-
\&! tj ' * 1 * ^xi ■i’’*- .'i.y
ature, that th© religious literature comprising the Bible grew 
up gradually as qther literatures did^^and^by referring to sqmq 
of the other religion^ and their literature. ViThen-wp have^ 
learned of the uniqueness of our,Bible, i't i© ©■ natural step"rij J ^ '►* i p *c-~
Bdupational ^ull^tin ^[©^5^ 1918., ^p.9.1
to oompar© the religion ishoae literature it is vJith other 
religions of the world: Brahmanism, with its longing for the
^ - ’i ^ I *• . ho ^ a ** * f' “j
golden strand; Buddhism, an adjustment to things as they are;
Confucianism, "less a religion than a body of moral precepts;"
■r , ’ - > " <"Taoism, "^a philosophy, not a religion;" Shintoism, a religion
C -0 s ' " .w '^"vriilCn - .
of superstition; which do not make for civilization and progress. 
It will make the young people jxnderstand many things when they 
trace the development of the Christian relig'lon out of Judaism,
r V*. •*' f * i I , > rand they will he proud of it, and ready to fight for a religion
<r - " 3 * , * 'J '
in which God is working with men. The question; Why should we
he Christ,ians and teach Christianity to those professing the
other religions, will then not he theirs. ^By getting their loy- 
iv ' ' ; i ti ;anh » a1 •'"'■'CM*'
alty, through the genius of the cause, they will he willing to
^ . . r 1 fd * t ^ .Hy
interpret Christianity to the world, and make sacrifices doing
t
it, in order to give it what it hungers for. The first Teacher 
Training Course of 1866 already included something on the his- 
tory of the Bihle in its ourriculiun, which has unfortunately 
heen omitted since, hut a study of the Christian religion in 
comparison with the religions of the world has up to the present 
time never h©fn included.
V-^ T •
The study”of the biographies of the great teachers' also 
is a new venture in the curriculum of teacher training, hut why
T . i ” i ** T «, ‘ ’ it > *
should it not have its place there when hero-worship has a reoog- 
nized one in that of the Sunday-school? Through the study of
's.C^ "*:5»
great teachers there is to he horn in the minds of the pupils 
^ a Id i' ‘ ‘ -c-r . V*
a desire to he like them. It will also help to- develop a pro-
Willett "Our Bible*;" p*13.
fessional attitude, wh'ioh brings us to the next body of data:
, 0C‘ t * ' - V . ■ >«v'the instilling in the would-be -ceaohers the idea that they stand 
T'C-** .in Apostolio suooession in a line of great heroes to be"messen-
^ *gers to oarry on -their work, which really has a very olose and
' , - J J » # Tv ^ ^ '-"I ^
vital relation to the study of the biographies of great teachers.
?.c
i ■ cBut the call to service and sacrifice is to come to the student
? T va, i. » iot il, r-a'^X'-v , • tr
of this Introductory training course equally strong through the
•• ”* ** *" * ^ * J '* a ^ "*4^
first two of its bodies of data, so this, the fourth, is but a
f t > ce * j:-.. jC<.x IIS
natural culmination of the whole, ^e need vision, and once we 
secure it, service and leadership will be a privilege. Teacher 
Training should produce a prefessional spirit, which may also be
^'*r's, « n' k t ifi 1* ’"/-a.-' . r* „ •
cultivated among Sunday-school teachers through fellowship and
" * t r- .-j t c , '4*
unity in the great work. Teachers need to be in sympathy with
the ideals of the modern Church School.
Turning once more to the three bodies of data designated 
as part of the task of the Community Training School: the Story 
of the Church, the Essentials of Christianity, and Genetic Psy­
chology, we find that Church History was already included in the 
curriculum of the advanced course which was planned tO follow the 
firs-^ Standaipd Teacher Training Course. As the Progress of 
Chjistlan Religion it also has been given a place in the second 
year of the Hew Standard Teacher Training Course. Any why should 
it not be thus recognized? Is it not the story of the sacrifices 
of the fathers in order that their children and those who were 
to come after them might have life and have it more abundantly?
And should we, their heirs, hot love this institution for which 
they have suffered and struggled?
V
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And the study of the Essentials of Christianity has 
"been suggested as one of the knowledge courses o.f the Qommunity 
Training School curriculum. The Christian, and above all the 
teacher of religion to our youth, should know what this religion 
really teaches about God, prayer, the person of Christ, the Bible, 
inspiration, and immortality.
Genetic psychology not only received attention in the 
earlier training courses but generally finds its place in the 
Bepartmental courses of the Community Training School,’ and is 
included In the third year specialization Psychology departments 
of the Hew Standard Training Course, which amply proves its im­
portance not only, but also its place in Teacher Training. Taking 










IV*. ORGJtUlZATIOISt OF HA^fERIALS FOR TBZT-BOOK ^.URPOSBS -
At Plan of the Course;
^ * » **
After defining the scope of our problem and the need
for a new oourse, and liaving made a rapid survey of the present
«i'‘ *<5 s u c r
status of religious education and the history and need of teacher
'•» 1,
training, seven bodies of data essential to it were considered* 
These were then classified into two groups: those belonging In 
the curriculum of the Community Training School, and those 
which are part of the Introductory Course in the local church.
V.
It is the latter group; The Story of our Bible, the Uniqueness
i , 4. y ^ *"
of our Christian Religion, in comparison with other religions,
^ j-.0 i« vi.i ‘'r i * <;
and the Study of the Biographies of Great Teachers, all of "" 
w o “ ‘ I ■ k r
which are to instill in young people the idea that they stand, r- * '' *•’ A,,.. Ifiv" J
in Apostolic succession in a line of great heroes to be messen-
gers to carry on their work, with which we are concerned at 
‘ * . - 
present. As was suggested earlier in this treatise, the pro-*> 5 ■
posed course is planned to be used as an elective in the Young 
People's Division of the Sunday-school, preferably in the first 
year of the Young People's Department.. - ‘ - *,'*f*j’*
The first division. The Story of our Bibleis a course
•jt' ". V 1.
planned for and used with a group of high scl^ool girls and bqys,« •’'* , V ‘ -A ' ■ *. vw ‘ t-
ranging from fourteen to sixteen years as to age, during the early ‘ 'trl* ' - ' '' V'' j *-c t.'
months of 1925, slightly revised. It was given on a week night. ''1 '• . --I . ° r,
because the majority of the group were teaching in the Primary 
or the Junior Department, the others hoping to do so by the
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ooming fall, or the next year. All, and most espeoial^^ t|ie 
younger members of the olass, were of more advanced mental than 
ohronological age; nevertheless, suggestions as to the plaoe of 
suoh a oourse several years later are founded at least in part 
on this experience.1 t'»»
j. --t
4
Used as the lessons for the first quarter of the Church 
School year, "a?he Story of our Bible," as here given, is planned
* * ‘ • t ^ . -.*0 '■“'it ‘ i? 4-, : -
to be begun on the first Sunday in October, which will bring it 
to a Close in time to consider the Christmas story of the birth
' *■ , V ^ -•« ... t ' ial
of a Saviour who brought the more abundant life. This will then
>
give a point of departure for the study of the great world re-
I' r" r. * T , i' — 1 i.
ligions, and it is suggested that the class make a start ahead 
of time and turn to the oourse on the "Uniqueness of our Christian 
Religion" as compared with other religions, a course of fourteen 
lessons, on the last Sunday of the year, so as to complete it 
by the last Sunday in March. In this course the same general 
plan is to be followed as in that of the Story of the Bible- The 
religions selected to be taken up include both historical relig­
ions of the past which made some contribution to the development 
of religion in general .or to that of Christianity, and suoh which 
are a vital factor in the life of today. Some are characterized 
briefly, while in the case of others, only the title is given. 
(Of. Bibliography, Section I. Comparative Religions.) The third 
garter, -*• April, May, and June — is to be devoted to the study
of a series of biographies of great teachers, a oourse which is
- ^ ■ 1 J ^ ^ . 2 " £
■- J V C ^f* -
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being worked out by Mrs. Louise Warner Fauteaux, and to the appli- 
cation of the whole, showing the Teachers in an Apostolic Succession, 
and challenging the young people to carry on the work of those who 
have gone before, as torch- be'are'rs for' our Christian religion, the re­
ligion of our Bible,
Since the vacation months of July and August are apt to 
disrupt a lass* even- in a c^iuroli whfoh dfdes nbi: blb'se Vtb"*Sunliay- 
school for" the shmmbr,- the course" has bbe'n limiVed to a'^’J^rioS^bf 
'thrhe quA^^ersi "The-whole-','and^'espeblaliy the material. ¥or ‘the 
first and the second quarters, and the section on biography of 
the third a's'^ell, make' h §6od'general course foir youhg^people 
aSidb'froift'^the'pfoepdctlve-teaoherfr, which' 'glves~*i't an addecL'value.
►>i* ' * /% ■* o? ^ ~S. w ’ -.r I
I V a
' vV ''c* ^ in- /V'cv'
^ -a ojI




C C <• ir Vt ^ " V
^ -*• ^ ^ 1* ^ 
fj ^.f Co. * I* ■» ^
Fauteaux, ^L’otTide wArnef\ -^fhe ft.’aoe'of ^Biography as a Stimulus 
to Eeligious Beadership," Thesis for the degree of Master^o4^f5^^ 
Eeligioue "EduoatiCh", 'Bostonr^csfon TT'jiftersity School of Religious 
Education and Social Service, 1926. ,
B. The Oourge Proper;
1 ^ ’ ,3^ TE? StORX OP jOOT, BIBLE _
Ita Uniqueness as. a Wo.nderjboofc,. ~ ,>’ p«?: 'rti z—TT^f—■■fw i ;
* ^
M ' • ? v^C . ^ <4 *n c
i *^i-U
Lfw
Chapter I* Introduotion." C* ~4.^w 0*0
f" ^ .1- C
Students of ..sooiety tell us that ;the prime, interest ^ 
of all peoples,,1s religion. Where„ we, find it, we. find holy, pien,< >, * f , '• . j"- J^T ^ ‘ i >A z.-*
holy pla_oes, oeremonles, and holy, hophs, an^ jel p;elation among ^ 
them as to loftiness, even if it does not always appear so t.o,,* ,
’Z,' i L l J '‘.s^ t i r } i . • i»i-
the casual observer. The, higher aspirations of .humanity through
the oenturles .have been recorded in its sacred writings.,. .Out-
i . .V , f^r,' . -r - rt
standing ones amon^ those^ ^reserved tp^us are: ..the laws ,p,t^Manu, 
the Tedio Hymns, and the great epics of Hinduism; the /iye _
or Threads and the pour Books o^. Qpnfuplus and ^Sencius;^thp.lvesta,. ‘ Iv- ; ^ i J r* <
of the religion of Zarathustra; ihe Talmud of. Judaism, growing^ out 
of Hebrew Scriptures of the Old iJpstament; .the Koran of. the.l^o- 
hammedans, and the Hew Testament of Christianity. «
The holy book whose stery we are tp. tracethe H.ihle.j,^
‘rf --yo >'■ "^*-.7 r,«04. ^ “■ ^
containing both the J)ld Testament and the Hew Testament^.as it; !• uz^ .*^u ti’ii » < • i-. *
does, embodies the saored literature not only of ^hp Hebrp:^,1 ^ i ■ ' V - ■ i *' — * « -
but of Christianity as well. As the eapone^t, of the lat_tpr,.,it
'• t,
.4
has during the past seventeen and a half oenturles become thp
‘ - ' ^ t. n:
most influential book in the,histpry of the hum^ race. ^
It comes to us from the past and was not originally in
- H ^ „ -I'l ’ •-
our language. It has, moreove.r, surv.ived suph violent reftantions
f ^ . s* . V» ** *? ■ ' - -L . i V
as making poetry look like prose, showing no distinction between
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• ? ^ ^ t* ^ ^
conversation aM desS^ptlon,-‘Wing, no paragraphing, and being ^ 
print-e-a'” in loWe “oo^l^miieJ%ages^. and is ’atiirfresh.^ helpfni and 
in’spi^ingf^'Hroiher ancient hook'has been so often Jopied. no ^ 
ffioL'rA book half ’so often printed, and none translated into half 
as'many languages. 'loday the Bible is read more widely than the 
most popular novel, is fo^d’in^every oivillzed oojmtry and In 
many which are not civilized, and is quoted in daily life. It has
so'gfeata^ influence .^becaus: it t^lis ^that God iWan.^^s Best
friend*: what "tL best'people are like, and how'to live. It a 
took‘of nations, and of'all sorts and conditions of men. k child
can find ^'ns'tructlon an^delight in it. and''a >holar mysterious
I^pths'beyond his grasp.' ^It grows on the «aW ^ Bas
given the;es’^rin;pir;tionV; ^ai^er. '
other bo^k has bein studied'so much. noAe
’ii'anoient book, “the Bible still retains the freshness of
youth." It’is older'than any oAhe nations of Europe. Parts of it. 
as a matter of fact, saw the decline of Babylon and Egypt, others 
tte rise and fall of the Persian Empire, of Greece and of Home. It 
parallels the history of many nations, for did it hot see the time 
of Constantine. Charlemagne and the Crusaders, and the struggle for 
power Of Germany. France. England. Spain, and Italy. The Old -Testa­
ment is thousands of years old. the New Testament 1750-1875 years.
Not all sections have the same significance for our faith: the Song
, .1 4- « finfl t?nther for instance, are generallyof Solomon, Ecclesiastes, and Estner,
conceded to have little constructive value.
The term Bible goes back only to about 4Q0 A. ®. The
word Is not Estrew, nor a Mljlioal one; it oomea from the Qxeek 
hlhlla meaning "Tittle hooks'," papyrus, dh'^ soholTmade from it, 
and was originally plural in form. In the latin it heoame singu­
lar, hut wa'd- thought'of ad-plura'l unti-1'tb^--thirteenth 
The Bihle is, as the Gfeek te'rm impl-les,. no^:• .ond-=hooXf-. hht a H-" 
hrary- ar.-ooiaeation-of hooka, and'"The-Books’! is a more ^aQOurate 
name'.'- Siitqs- .these hooka were put -together heoa'jse^they.^'helong ^ , 
together; a<,untfy.ing prlnoJlpl© .underlies them, all.- .-Ibe'terms Old, 
Bestameht and Hgw T^stameflt aretBihle .words,. althowghv.the^Jerm ' 
Covenant was used for the former until latin-speaking Chyistians - . 
translated'it hy testamantVjfor the relation ofrthe^lsradlitas to 
their-Sod was thoughfcof as. a kind ol^^gree^gntiOB ogyenant, 
the-o;d Testament is .the reopydiQf-hoW'-jeople-,alte.r.6al:ely_ suooe.edfd 
and. failed, to keep their part of the agreeipejit^. The.-Gld^Tsstament 
writings, were, oslled-Soriptur.es, Holy- gopiptBres*. Saoredr'frit^hSS,. 
or -given tjie name pf some of the parts-t'*
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a ^ . It . .«• ? ) ' rOh^p$er .II. gyhe ’lTzilqueness pf. our 3lble.
j ^r.er ^oic a
^ ' ' V.* ‘ * P *1 U ^ ^ \F.
a- ^ ' fv. %
The Blhle is unique, dijf^erent from otli^r, hooks. ^
was written by many, authors, far apart in t.^rri.tpry apd^f ime-^^As.
the literary remains of p. thous^^d to^fiffeie^ hj^dred^years^of,
Hebrew literature ajad^as ^the lit^ratur^ of, ^larly^X!^iati^j.ty^ it
shows many.^sta^§^ of gooial^^nd^ injb^lepjjual a^vapLOgmenJ from-
opuder^beginAings, of oiyiliza-tion to ,the,.oultjire-. of the Sraeco-Roman
world. Besides b^ing the prodi^ot of a great historical movement and
showing its limitations , the**,Bible bears ,the ma3;k8.„of, tljg sqolai^,
political apd rel?.giQg8 .^,nditlQns-,,^pdep^whioh-4ts varfpus^authors
P-iygd, of di^ferpnc.§? in their-te^erampn-^a‘and^grades of inte^eo-
tuality,^ fo.r it ^^vr it ten under ^Ggcl's guidance by me:c| and '??gmen
of many ptgtfpns^gf life; kin^a,, p^inpes,.,generaJs, pri0,sta„.,pro-
ph^ts, religious,leadersj apostles, miaslanaries, and laborers,
few of whom were sobQ.lai^s. It also bears ^the Impress of editorg^^
penmen and copyists. . - ^
The .Bible contains examples of every fqrm of li^terature
known among the ancient Hebrews^: leggnds and fqlk,-3.Qre,^^l,egal and
ritualistic writings of various ages, narrative, history, biograph- 
>♦ * * ♦ ^
ical sketches, hymns and poetry of various type?, sermons, prophetic 
and apocalyptip writings, maxims and wisdgm literature,prayers^and 
letters, for God tried to reach the hum^ and_^oo^nsoieno^ by
various means (of. Hebrews 1:1J. -There is no Intentipn ^of t^aol\- 
ing phyaloal sciences, history or the philosophy back of the Bible;
t {.' . ^ -C 
•0*
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if these fields -lare -touo&e-d,' irt is 'for -ethio’al •andr-rel'igio'us'rea­
sons,* heMoV alisdfate ■soiehfrfflc ato “'‘ihi'StoriOfBl%ooufao3r-iS'* not’® 
neoessary.'^^The autho'fs’ of -tie Var'foTis'’^eft‘f6'n^ ^rd'te'lir^the light 
of trfei'r tirae^s.^^'and their khowledge, -well^a^ tli^’lf limitations.
In view of ihe'"foregoing/ tfue‘ oritidfsta ti necessary in 
order that'we my'hkve'more''Sym^dthy"and‘r'everende for the s'orip- 
tures arid*^apprVoi^tt^tl5:0' high purpoSe'-^hd 'ionfe* pa:ti!-eht woflc hack 
o"f t'lfemV' We lilTist'View t^J' Bihl^‘^ifftorfoaDily aaVell as in'the 
ire^ehi-day religious'‘slgniflcanoe^^'and we Tnust l*o6S:’at tf ""ifiof e 
ds a spiritual and‘less as a m'lraculous product- It -is because 
of thls“'^at toe'VdfenSe^of hlgher'-otiticism has'grO^Jn'^ilf tn the 
course of"^the'last"century 1 "‘it attempts ^to learn from’the^ 
Sgriptures tiiemselves thfe''tfuth"^b6ut'^th§ir"of£ginr' It o^nsista 
In^a'^oafefui study of*the'‘ianguage of the hooks, ofthe-raanners 
and customs feferred*‘td in thdm, of the historichi fact's 
tiohed by thbfQ; it compares'jiart with part, ahd book with bdofe"' 
to discover agreements'if they exist and disorepahoies, that they 
may be reconciled."^ Such criticism may be destructive-at times^, 
yet as a whole it is "thbroughiy'^oahdld hfid'^ ‘ reverent; eveh con­
servative in''"its'temper and purpose,and"-‘'t^th is safest* at
allHir&ife. c-
' The Bible is a^ Jewish bbdk with k'Shristiah supplemeHt, 
or, acoordinS'^ to'■Moulton, a'drama, the-Qld Testament, presbnting 
th§ religion of"th^ ahciSnt Hebrews'’against the background of 
their histoid, being‘the^¥lrh¥ act; ''It is followed by the Intef-
^Gladden, W-, "Who Wrote the Bible?" pp. 4-5.
^ p. 5.
IXLfie. pf the'Tfigdpm Idterature. The second aot, the Npw Testa­
ment, gives-the ‘early phases pf_faith in Jesus as fulfilling the 
Old Testament:.hope, and an epilogue, the book of Revelation,
forms the oonclusion. And as in a play, a true appreciation
r' *of the second aot without. the:^first is impossible, or as St.. 
Augustine has so well put it; The New Testament is hidden in 
the Old the Old fipen in the New. Jesus is the unifying center 
of it all. The'^ffhole sibl'e is the source-book of the Christian 
religldh, tte'^Old SestaiSieht'"being the special historioal prepa­
ration for the Hew, which began Christianity. The Old Testaiflent 
as the Bible of Judaism was the background of the teachings of 
Jesus. He recognized the eternal truths in it, yet at the same 
time also its incompleteness, and He came as He said, "not to 
destroy, but to fulfill" it, and that was what He did when He
said "Ye have heard that it was said to them of old time --  but
I say unto you -- " (of. Matthew 5:33a and 34a). The Old Testa­
ment also was the Bible of the apostles and the early churches. 
The writings of the New Testament, which as to origin extend-over 
a. period of about a hundred years, are the expressio.QS of the 
thought and activity of the first propagators of the Christian 
religion. The Sospels, different viewpoints of the life, works, 
and teachings of Jesus by early converts, show how it was inter­
preted; the epistles-, doctrinal books in form of letters, are
documents of the apostolic missionary labors.
AS to outward appearance, the Bible, as we have it, is
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0 las a If le4 ,.>8^.?o llo wa: ^ ^ _ __
Old Testament:
law 5 books
History 'IS books 
Poetry 5 books 
'-■'•Ma'jor Prophets ^5 books 
Minor Prophets IS books 
^ 1 <>*
Hew Testament:', - .
' .B,iog^aphy 4 books
History 1 book 
3peQi^a. letters 14 
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Gha:gt93^ III. T^e Beginnings of ouy BlMe.
Whe'n'^wfe "study* tile Bllile in the making W'find that 
its‘growtfi'^'was’d gradual process. It' oame out of smali^ heglh- " 
nlngs hack In antfgulty. Flfst there were^people, a^’boMunltJ, 
and only muoli later‘phbphets, psalmisljs, and'apostles^^ Siml- 
larly the religious lltefature came into heing*, arid the “best 
was seledtea'hy usage through the centuries to he'^hat we“call 
the Blhle. ‘The fadt'that the very oldest'of Old Testament hooks 
have both a‘finlahdd'literary style and appeal to a previous re- 
ligious knowledge as well, show our Bib’le^to*hb'a 6ompllatioii. 
in the Oid Testament we ’are*, mdl-e’ovej^' re'ferfed^to su6h -earlier 
hooks as" that of the 'Wars* of Jehbvah ffium. 21:14^, ‘^hat-bf "
^a^haf (^^©sh. lOriS;': 2*.^ami 1:18)^J^'Of Bathan-'and-'Of^&ad.^'her 
sides^ di Samuel the Seer (l.Shron. 29:29), of Nathan, o'f'Ahijah 
and of Id-do the Seer (2.0hron. 9:29), of Shemaiah the prophet 
and of Iddd the SeSr (2.Chron. 12:15), of Jehu, the Ghronioles 
of the Kings of Judah (1.Kings 14:29), the dhronioles‘of t-srael 
(l.Kfngs 14:19), as well as the Bobk of the Kings of Judah.-and 
Israel‘( 2.Ghron. :-16:'ll), which may-well he a mention of^the 
last'two'of the foregoing-, i,or a-compilation of them^-
-The theory^nawj^nerally held hy^students as.to the..^ ic 
beginnings of the Bihleffs -that the litatatufe df :th 6 .-Hebrews : 
like that of other peoples had dts .begiming in^w,ar-crias and 
chants, foik-songs and ballads, rSoited by bards, and handed
down orally from.'generation tou-genefation, for when Jhd^'earliest
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Jewish literature oame ihto being it was easier to remember thah. 
to write. These were later'i^oorded dn poetioal form, the ‘earli- 
est'of literary expression. Researoh has'lrevealeh. that in our 
Bible' we have direct quotations in verse from ancient sources in 
the utterance of Lameoh (Gen. 4;.S3-24), the Song of Moses (Ex'. 
15:1-18), and tlie answer'of'Miriam {Ex. 15:^21), the Song of 
Atnoh Valley rUum.’ fel: 14-16), the quotation from the book of 
Jashar ('JosK; 1D':12-1^), the^So^'of Deborah (Jutges'^S), the
j ■“ “* 'r- r <. * ' A <Song of th§ Bow (2.Sam. 1:19-27), ambrig others. "
- ■» *
The early stories of the creation and the flood in
Genesis are^'rioV consider6d''^B have as thfeir basis'-Jrehtstorio
legends brought^ffSfii the^^uphrates-tfi'gris 9alle^ iy^Ab^aham;
they typify a blind groplhg ' aftbr a God. 1853 the clay
tables of the library of Assufbanipal, King of Nineveh, were'
discovered'in excavations, and similarities iri names seem to
show a close connection betv/een their creation and flood
r 1 ^ i fstories and those of the Hebrews, with the exception that in 
the case of the latter they have been transformed in" the light 
of greater religious knowledge to'the story ;6f one God. In the 
tales about the patriarchs, which centered around such ancient 
sanctuaries as Sheohem^ Hebron and Bethel, the heroes Iseoause 
of long oral transmission-not only became idealized but the storiea 
altered'and confused. Idompare Gen. 12;l0-^0^, 20;l-l6,^and 26:6'*il 
for-’Abraham'deceiving the Pharaolh of Egypt and Abimeleoh in turn,
, * ', h ^ ' .i -*-» *and Isaac doing likewise by the"latter7.
^ Since Mbsds-is in^Exodus 17:14 commanded by'JehBvah tb 
write ah accoun? "d^'^the battle ^of Amal^k; and we read in Exodus
S4:4 that he wrote the Booh of the Covenant, and in .Humhers 33:S 
that he recorded the desert Journeys, tradition has mad'e him^the^ 
-author of the first five hooks_ of the Old Testament. The hu-^^ 
Qleus of the Hebrew law did come from him. it is true. and^ parts 
of it as it is written are considered to date^ hash to the tenth 
century B.C.. a’nd’\eyond. and so may well he attrihuted to him. _ ^ ^ 
on the 'other hand. Moses'died before some events^ there recorded _ 
were written, and hoth'sxodus 11:^3 and Kumhers
the words of someone else telli^'^ahout the great leader. _ And^^^
If this will give further weight. Genesis 12:6,^ Genesis 36 ^and 
Numhers'l6:36 show that those ^sections we.re wrUten^lcmg a«er ^ 
the events occurred. ^Host o^f^the
clearly re'cogn^.sed as coming from^^a much later period.^^ __
“ ■ With the development of writing. ^an^achle.vement-whloh_
we do^hiless'ly'o^e to the'prophets heg\n'to live'in 'settled
communities at least hy the time of Hlisha. _ the early literary_ 
productions were recorded and multiplied, and such collect 
as the Bcoh'of Jashar. the Booh of the Upright, which must haje 
contained hallads about great men,'and the Booh of the^Wa^ of 
Jehovah, a collection] of^^war-songs as^the title implies.jrigin- 
;ter''ihe'siory;of thriife of'sU-Jah was perhaps also written ^ 
at about the s'a^e time.'’ Then'there were also the l^i^toppal _ 
notes by officill rrcorders (B.Sam.^8:16; l.Kings^4:-30J . the 
Psalls and lyrics^f the first_ temple'and sermons of the great ^ 
prophets. When the latter taught; they used illustrations fjom 
the story oi the,pa,t/ |electing what best fitted^their purpose.
and so the_historlcal boohs gradually evolved.^
earliest written record, however, whiQh ,.as a^who3l;|
is embodied in our Old (Cestament,^ is the 'Jahvist dqoument
from ^the term j.t uses for God -- written by a :great nameless one
in Jerusalem, or -the hills of Judah, around 850 W^h^the,_
aid of helpers, -he oolleoted the oyq^-os. legends from.
sanj3tti^ri'es and'the oral and written history pf^th^t.days of .^eees^
^He did not,-however, inoorpprette niuoh .la-?r^ir. ,his wopk. An enthu- >-
-siast and» a literary and- spiritual^genius-^ he began with^tiie-^ -
V
creation,' Vsing a picturesque vocabulary, and frequent dialogug.
His science is that of thq time, and he is not always»accurate 
as his sources.were no>.< Fifty to > hundred years later another 
such early Bible — oallqd.^tb^^'teo^i^ .docent {^J.froj the t^rm-i 
it uses for God -- was written, this time in Israel, -the northern 
kingdoms it is thought to be of composite-authorsMp. As far as 
-is’'^'preserved to us, it “bdgins with the story of Abraham;-’it- 
also differs from J Ih. other'respects, so may go back to differ­
ent sources, for neither one of the two quotes-authorities.
At the time of King EezeMah, arouna-655'B.‘C;, there 
appeared a study of the life and law of Mcraes.; the Peuteronomio 
dQOument {D)» which forms a great part of our hook of Deuteronomy. 
It was more powerful than those preoeding it, and was oonsidered 
of divine authority as none ever before; it was, in fact, the 
first appearance of a "people's Bihle," for the hooks before it 
were in the keeping of the prophets, and so was the beginning of 
the Oanon of Scripture. Much later, perhaps in the days of Ezekiel 
and the exile, the "-Bible of the Priests" first, appeared. Prem 
this Priestly document (P), the Pentateuch gets the main parts
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of its law. ^ If also tells of the'or,eation, "but not muoii of the 
patriarohs, for in the igaln it stresses worship and oeremoni^ils, 
as well as 'gene^'logies• ^
These- faur dpoumenta wexe "'woyen together 
of time, first-perhaps and Errand’Jhen ^dde'J ^onf % one.
In this p^^oesef^ssotlpna -the-scenr,^^^ hod^I^r,
whiph<e3Tlain3 ^ofh the.jgap9^hae/A0htx^^i,oti9ns ^we^Il 1:ha„^-
dnElioatiftnSijrwht<>h m ha-ve in-^uoh^pf .:^"Parlien p^pt-Qf 9^
Qld- (EestmientV’-maQy "Of- the latter-differing- as to details* t -
following may sap-ye aa illustration^ of repeti-tion^,-iinplu4i|ig^ - 
in ■'Some oaseS di-fferenoS's r p.nl:; '^v f*i th^ f C-tr*-'
^ ash- I'rfSrS^ the-Dlaty^lohim)-.t3^^GftG:^.^:^-;?(‘5iJeh.ov^h-j;lohim
Gen. 6:11-13 vs. Gen. 6:5-7
^ l *, vs. Gen- 7:l-.6i , * . - .
Gen. 81 vs. Gen. 86
ts'" ;5ejah^2ai. ZCii .v^i^rGeh* '§4r -r '5.- ^■*-
On the ^ther handj eaQh Of thQ following set of references will
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^ 17. The Law and the Prophets. ■- t ’
The Canon of the Old Testament, or the authorifa-tira 
list of hooks ^ioh oame to he our Old Testament, the rule, of - 
life and doptrlne, was made gradually hy sSleoting stioh parts 
of the early Hebrew literature which, ^ehmed. e-apeoially inspired * 
of God. Even ?bhbugh-thei<firetioomposi<feion5 go -hack ta the‘early 
days of theXsettlement of ojanaah; the Jawl-sh Bihle'had^not’yei; 'r r 
taken any- definite form as suoh at the time of the oaptlvity; m 
^ahylon the sacred reobrds heoame more and more previous, and were 
oolleoted-and recorded for posterity. At the time of Christ the 
Jews had threa-oiasses- of saornd .hooks as ttb their^nature *a|id ^she*'! 
stage,, or the tima, when^ they had: come' tb'he, r0coghiaed*as‘suo2f5 
namely *th0 Law, the .Prophets , and'-‘the-Writings;^ or’Psaltrs^, as-they 
are^referred to' in Luke 24^44'. ir - ■ -« -i JW ^ •
t. 1 Thje first of these, the Law, or Torah, to which Christ,
referred in Matthew 5:18, and 18:6, was regarded as the most sa-^ 
cred and authoritative, partly perhaps because dt was the'oldest;
It is also called Pentateuch, from, the^ Greek, maaning'-a* five-fold ' 
work, and is Jegal and' narrative in character.‘^The five hooks of-. 
the Law,' known in- Latih'as the fiverhooks of Koses, are named each 
for itb first^wo-rd: Genesi-s; origin of beginning; Exodus, departure; 
Leviticus,-law,■*or -the hook about the duties of the sons Of Levi; 
and Deuteronomy, the second law, all from the Greek; Humhers, num­
bering the people, from the Latino-term. As to contents,- Letitlous 
is legal, Humhers and Genesis mainly narrative, the latterlgl^ifng
6^
the traditions of the Hebrews oonoerning. the origin of the^yorld 
and the human raoe, Hxodus and Deuteronomy a oomhination of'iih^^' 
two. As the Iiatin appellation implies, this group of hooks has 
been thought of fiosaio origin, and the Levitloal legislation un­
doubtedly is his in gem, and Exodus, Devitious, lumbers, and 
Deuteronomy may be. Cr^enesis ends “^fbur 'hundred years before Moses 
i^as born, which'lea^dV authorities fo Kord'''that much, '‘df -the-" 
Pentateuch is later, a's niany allusions'sho^f. 'The B^'aritahs"‘never 
accepted any but the Xaw as inspired; it is their Bible. ^This 
group of saore'd books be'o'ame recognized'as such around 406 B.'^. 
under Esra. ^ -
The narfaflves' and the iteanages ^of *fhe"'nenlir&'^or prophets 
next c^e td '69'‘reoo'^nf^e^i^’as sacred by the dews (200 B.O.), and 
stood next Ifo^the Tlidy were d'fvlded'Hnt'o''two groups
of four each; the former; "of‘earlier^'prophets, "Old Testament'his* 
torie8“thought to have come'down through the^andrs of the prophets, 
whidh included Joshua, Judges, Samuel, "^dni Kings, and the latter, 
or later, prophets, probably the first oollectM, "^thc utterances 
of Isaiah, Jeremiah, Szefelelj^'and the Book^'Sf'the fwelvb; 'Our Minor 
Prophets. In Duke 1"6r29“Chri'^t‘ fl'f^fs to the and the Prophets, 
inter'orlfioism is'tAolined^ to Joshua to the Pentateuch and 
&ubstitut^“the name Eexateuoh, as it is held that the first six 
books of the Old Testament as we have 'them'-wefe put into their * 
present form by the same hand. ^ .
The "former prophets,” or'prCphetio histories, are *' '' ' 
'"records made’by prophets‘^o interpret past events in the-lighi"' '
»* ♦
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of the religion of JehoVah,^^^'sbmething of which we finaT in' 
Genesis, gxodus, and Seuterohbmy as well,*^ Beginning with Judges',*’ 
the earlier oh^ipters of 'which recount part*''6'f'Jonhua/the order '* ’ 
of the former prophets is ohrohoiogibal, although a coinpilafion. 
Judges shows strong traces of origin in* the'Horth. "
The name of Samuel proves nothing as to the authorship 
of the work attr'il>uted-to hiin; ah’^ a'matter ’of*’faotV he'died he- 
fore' the-end of the hohk, accbr'ding to out blaS'Clfloa^frion.
The l;w6- hoorks of Samuel are now considered to have been written 
a^ter the division of the kingdom from and inoorporating earlier 
materials, such as' the Vohg' o'f HanhA'. (l/ Sam.- ^':1-.10),’ the'-Song 
of‘ the -Bow* the .Song'" of^^liverance 1^8*. iS),
and’ the last words of v d ' .
-Kings, covering 460'yeara of histoty'and'hhsed on the 
history in the archives of the* two kingdoms, referred to* ea'Tiler, 
ds’^thought to have been written WtVreen 561 and’’SSS’^fe'.c". Through 
it we get inuch accurate imowledge of the liie %,hd Customs’ of ihe 
Hebrews at the time, and o’f the surrounding nation'/as'Well\ but 
there are'minor errors, especially as to dhronbio^V Because of 
the similarity between theiiast^Sfiapter* ^f second Kings and* that 
cf--the book-of‘ Jeremiah, tfadition*'hiis ascribed Kings tO that 
great prophet'. ‘ i —
The'-"^^latt’er*prophets," the utterances of great-statesmen, 
afe suppo8ed'**to hhve been bolleoted‘'by llChemiah after" the Ezllb when 
all the'prophets exGept“perhapS‘®alaohl', were* gone. 'Uany were oral 
sermons of- sobTal-reformer^^speaking -the will “of Go^-^against'-uhEoly
Willett, H., "Our Bible," p. 49.
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polloies and tad laws, "but sinoe some of the later of these men 
quote from tSe_jgaEXiet.^“ lihere must haYo “be.eja'spmQ, written records 
In the sohciols of the prophets. Isaiah, Jeremiah and Ezekiel are 
plaoed flrslf'-pej-haps heoause the^ are the longest, for'‘th^^drde-r; 
oioeplf ^or the' las't'three of the Sook of the Twelve; is no'^t-'po'^*- 
sideted to* he ohrohold'gioal. i'- - -
*' As'^-to time, jde‘1, of JudaK,'is ^d^oded ter have been 
the eaflieit^of the pi'6'phets, Appearing arotin^C A’rtos.-
a^'ho^d-smah and^’dresser of the syoamore, alsb^^frofi the South^
prdphesied in the UO'fth, around 806 B.O., and Hosea, from the 
North, followed.Jiim in olo'Se sequence. Fifty years later .I^ioah, 
^h'o'm Judah,-‘'delivered his message t‘6 both kingdoms', ^[e was a ■' 
dbhfemporafy of‘-the great ^Iskla-Ii, who delivered- thirty disooursds 
£h Je^tiadlem, for'-thd later ^chapter^’of^the-bdo-k aoefedlted to ■'
lifm-^afe^now'heid t6*be the 'work of a later pfo^p^etJ'* TherS^ai&e 
gephaniah, denouncing corruption, and Jeremiah, who gives‘hs'the 
Adst cbmplete and intelligible account 'of the-^erfod ^ededfig 
the Exile. He foretold the destruction of’’Jefusaleit-and ^livdd' 
to see it. Another'contemporary of Jeremiah' was NahM, who-was 
follo^d by Obadiah. Ezekiel was the prophet of the Exile, and 
Haggal and '2echaf^aE>tHe 'ones*to return with the peop5.e and cheer 
them In the restoVat’i’on'''df Jerusalem and the Temple. Malaohi 
uttered‘reproof for lack of consecration^ ** The book of Jonah 
is a narrative, even if the supposed-author whose name it bears 
was a prophet at the time 'of"jerobdem II. fS.Kings 14;26)« it 
was, as a matter of fact, written long after that time td'’6'onvey’
an impottaut lesspn tQ t^e-^Jews.* f A. t
r- ^ ' O'
Oiiapter V, The Writings and the Anoorypha. c O' —r s Wy—^rTi^'^—- • «.. - .
The Kethuhlm, Writings, or Psalms as Christ referred to
.="1 .A'■*■'2/' >•
them, the third group of hooks of the Qld Testament acoord'ing to
r ^ ^ or Id .'o. ■>=■--■
their nature and the stage when they were recognized as inspired
- *51 i. * £• ■" 1 • .s ■* ‘ •» '*' i * r*
and saored, are of a misoellaneous oharaoter, and fpr that reason
^ ^ ^ .
fall into three olasees; poetioal works, the Five Rolls, and the
*. V ‘ It, < J ' ,
remainder, — historical and quasi-historioal hooks. let us con­
sider this last group first.
C i % . "* *
Daniel, one of our prophets, undoubtedly owes its place 
among the Writings to its late origin. It is an apocalypse, the
1 ocVr t j I . I -r - ' ^ j
only hook of its kind in the Old Testament, and one hearing rela-
- .. • - 1.,
tion to that of Revelation in the Few Testament. The first six
f ^ ■> f ^1 4! L V‘Si’**"*. ♦ r3
chapters, in the third person, are thought not to he hy Daniel,
f U'*' ■' - ^ ^ ,:r w ..'.It.
and the rest may not he, as Ecclesiastes is not hy Solomon, yet 
has the prestige of his name. Chronicles, Ezra hhd Fehemiah
are priestly writings, emphasizing "the ceremonial of religion
1 * ^in the national life,"- and those rulers “who did so are said to
have prospered.
Chronicles, also originally only one hook as Samuel 
or Kings, or even combined with Ezra-Fehemiah, was written around
2550 B.O. It is historical in nature, giving a rapid review of
. ? % * ...
Hebrew history from Adam to the Captivity, barely skimming the 
surface of the earlier sections. It was called "Events of the 
Times," or Annals, by the Jews. As its sources Chronicles points
^Willett, E., "Our Bible," p. 61.
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t’
out the Boofe of the Kings of Judah and Israel, the Aots of the 
Klngs^of Isra«i, Story of the Book of the Kings. Its
jMu I '*- ^ v’ , " . i ■
right to a^plape in the Canon was long disputed heo^use it re.
* ’ iJ ^ V - * _
©yen if in a diluted^wa^, the^^ earlier histories, an^ he- 
cause there are^differences between the two. Sino^ Chronicles 
has the pri0Btly_polnt of view. It was prohahly written hv a 
Levite.
-r.
^ j ^ Ezra-Fehemiah, we encounter fewer difficulties.
Eafa led a- carav^ home from the land of exile; Nehemiah, pup-
"* ** »
beaper to the king of Persia, asked to return to the lapd of his 
^thers., and^under him the walls of Jerusalem were rebuilt. The 
bOQk ascribed to pach pf^thpm wag. ,.writtep by each in payt at 
least; IJoth are valuable records, having veracity as well as in­
terest. Whjle thp pfpphetic ^ij-stprie^^begin with^.$lie fpundatton., 
of the Jewish nation and go through and beyond the divided kingdpmj 
treating bpth Israel and Judah, these later historical writings^ 
stress the South, and add the Restoration. ^
The Five Rolls ooneist of,Jbhe Song..o^ Songs, Ruth, lamepr 
tations, Eoolesiaetes, and Bather. The first of these, the Song of 
Songg, also known as^Can^doi©Sf wp-s until recently ascribed,, to-Sol­
omon. It is a oQlJ-QotJon pf^love and wadding songs, embodying 
the customs of the Jewish .people. Fojrmerly it was interpreted^ ^ 
ailegorically to show the love of Jehovah-, for Israel, or, frop,- 
the Christian viewpoint, of Christ for his Church. .
Huth. one of the most beautiful idylls of literature, 
was written in the past-exilic days of Bzra-Nehbmiah to counteract 
the anti-foreign bitterness.
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Lamentaticms, ”the ory of a desolate liut trusting soul}*’
- • ' ; •If r" -s"5i .
oonslsts of a group of elegies written 686 B.C. when Jerusalem'was
captured hy Nebuchadnezzar after a year’s siege. It is attributed 
. ' 1 ' . » ■
to Jeremiah because the fi^st two and the last two of its five
parts seem to agree with his prophecies. Each of these has twen-
t f^ ^ ^ ^ j* i ««
ty-two verses, every verse beginning with a letter of the Hebrew
■* •i’.'TC ^ ^ ^ ^
alphabet in regular order, while the middle part repeats this 
s la-re ‘ i
scheme three times.® ♦ *•
Eoolesiastea, a prose poem, is later than Ezra, Nehemiah} 
D.aniel and Esther as to language. It is put in the mouth of a
' '•i ■ tiVv ,
king, and discusses the proTslem of evil, asking the (question, "Is
vvi? :
life worth living?" -There is doubt, yet hope comes out victorious
< - 1 i,
in the end.
Esther seems an antithesis of the precepts and the spirit
of the Gospel of Christ. The name of God is not mentioned in the
■> 1.
book, and its place in the <3ahon was long questioned, as also was 
that of both the Song of Songs and Ecclesiastes. They were finally 
admitted because they were tho.ught to bb the^’produot'-of l^h.e„ pe^n* of 
Solomon. • \
The poetical works of the Kethubim- are' Psalms, Proverbs, 
and Job. The Psalms were the Jewish hymns. They are generally 
all accredited to Pavid, but only a small number are from his pen. 
He may have made the first oolleotion. There are five hooks of 
Psalms: 1-41, 42-7273-89, lOO-lOe’, 107-150, covering a p'eriod 
of over a thousand years as to origin.
^Gladden, W., "Y/ho Wrote the Bible?" p. 180.
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„ book of'groyer^s. on the, other h^nd,,contains the,
parables and^|ajing8 o:f,^Iszael,^a Q9;Lle9tLion of wJ.sdom .o.oyering ^ 
h^dred? of^ears.^, This book also has^Ijeen at^trj,])uted to ^oloiqon 
^^^r-tba't.when, several ohapter.s a:^e d^s.Unotly assi^eA to. ,o,ther 
authors. . .
Job, according to the Jewish tradition, is said to have 
been written by Moses, chiefly because its scene is laid before 
his time; now, however, scholars date it after the captivity. The ' 
book is directed against the doctrine that misfortune is punish­
ment; even if sin is followed by suffering, the converse does not 
necessarily have to be true.
Besides .this Bible of the Law, the Prophets and the 
Writings, there were also existing in the time of Christ the writ­
ings known as the Apocrypha or "Hidden Books," which find a place 
between the Old Testament and the Hew Testament in some editions
of our Bible, and are definitely
Church as a part of it, i.e.:
1 and 2 Esdras 
Tobit 
Judith
Remainder of Esther 
The Wisdom of Solomon 
The Wisdom of Jesus, the 
Son of Siraeh (Ecolesiasticus)
recognized by the Roman Catholic
Baruch
Song of the Three Children 
Story of Susanna 
Bel and the Dragon 
Prayer of Manasses 
1. Maccabees 
8. Maccabees
Hot only do these writings throw much light on the religious
history of the jews in Palestine during the period between the 
Old Testament and the Hew Testament, but some — especially 
Maccabees and Bcclesiasticus — were held worthy of a place 
in the Canon. That they were finally all omitted is due to a
60
great extent^to the :faot, thajj .they ^ere of late origin, ^nd also 
partly h^qauae they were for the most part written in Greek, while
V
the books pf the ,Qld Testament j3anon were practically a^'toeether 
dn ^ebTe^. They were, part pS the^Septuaglnt, the Greek version 
of the Bible o,f tha jjime of pur lord, but not of the Palestinian 
version. ^ 4 -~a *
fc
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Ghapte'f Vff The 'Sfaf1 a8 ^and- the ^S'ospglg^-
** in’-approaohi'ng the 'study -of the- -^re^'tailienl; ws'^ust 
hear i-rt' mind that none' of-^-th'e vari'0®*'hcro"ks which ha'v^e"*found- h 
place in it'■wdre TOit-ten until twenty and'^mo'-re-years after the 
life of Ghri'st here upon “earth. Ujf'to that'timh' the'-story of ^ 
the gospels was transmitted drally^, for as lon'g a"s -tha-J^oung' * - 
ohuroh was -only-i-n Jhdea, Sama^i'a, and G^ilee, the message fe'-' 
^uired no literature. All had heard it from-an eye-witness,- or 
if'that was -hot the ’case, one could he easily TeacKed'. There 
wefe no-great'-distahOea. Only ^the Gospel" was tafeen heyojJd
the hounds -of Paiestine* and esf)^cfaily to non-Jewish‘oommunitfea f 
questions arose a'nd written oo'mmunication heqame of importance - 
and valiie'i ^One the outstanding-'proSfems of th^^eafly-dhurd-h 
to solve was; Must Gentiles suhinit to Jewish law to become 
Christians? •'Paul t'onk issue against the narrow dpinon-of P^t6r' 
and the rest regarding it.
The Hew-Testament.-hooks, "except perhaps the flr^ €hfee> 
have come down to us much in their ^original form. They were, h’ow- 
dv0r,'not written'In the order in wfiidh we now find them. ^'■'SOme' ; 
of the Epistle's appeared long before the Gospels. As a matter of 
fact, the -flrs^-Hew^Tesutament hoofi-fo hd iJpfitten was 1. Thessalon- 
iand; Paul had "been to The'ssalonfca-'lin the seeond missionary 





Ing p, Qhuroh beoause" of'-peMeov.iid&T^'^ienoe ItVs^not'^t 'all sur­
prising to find that Hlf't^^^o^ings were'-mldUnderatVod at'H^lmes; ~ 
From Corinth, ih 51, he wrote the first :letter'-jo‘the ChuroX of 
the Thessaioirians; “oommehding’ t^he ad-Sstancy of its members, and 
explaining ’tliat ’t& ibved one& gone hefora would ’hate a share 
In the seodnd^doMng. Wi'thfn^ yaar, 'Paul* wrote ^a s'eooUd le'tter 
to this ohuroh W‘TOu^h the'-same theme; pldadirig'with the'mambdrs^ 
to hEirp.’lajii^doing and not to^et thd'if-"beii^f In fhe "early'second 
o-otoing encourage idleness or neglect of Christian duties ^^ong 
them', ‘^e-*letters-wore written by others at -Paul*s-dictation' It 
would seem, -but- ended'-'witli greeting's in htir own hand.^^
V" ^ j'Thd‘^:fp-l8 tie Ho ■' the -^alatisMs "'was Written ^the'hext year 
(•63)' to the* ch'urche'3‘'^f'^antlboh in-Pi'sidia, looiiiUm; Lystfa^
Perb^" fori^ed "^uTing the.* first midSiohdfy tdur. it is very'in^ 
tense, setting forth as t'lj-does’th« philosophy of the new^creed' 
as well as the’ relat±on.'a£. Christianity-and Judaism. Ko’“Ohe 
to go through j'ewish rites -to becomd'a Christian.
our 1. Oorinthlaua, whi'ch^had' been- preceded by ^an aatlier- 
letter lost to us, dates''to'-about'^th^ same'time. " It was^written 
in'answer to one'^b;^ some bt^-the maanbers of the ohurch at Corinth, 
regarding qu^stidhs'''of i^ight"^8:111'wrong. ^ As it-did-*not settle' 
matters, B'. '^fforihthian9’^l^:l’5{|^3;10, a missive' very 'Severs of 
tone, was didfatohed 'to the same -ohufdh‘'in 54 or'^55,’'a'nd it had
the desired effect. The mdin pert of- 2. --Oorinthians (chapters 
1-9) Was a fourth.'oommUhloatldn'Of ^Paul's to that ehurch,'"sho'wihg 
hi-s* satisfaction-with theMmprovement in’conditions.
Romana.^^itten, soon afterwards, or 56-56^ upljoJ.d8^, 
much t^e same dogJj^lge.ap^doepQgal^tJagL^^^it preaches justifica­
tion "by fa;^.th.^,o Cgristj-aps |rom .everyvyher^^ggthere^ aj^ %he^ 
oapitp.!-^ pf the ^yprl^-power of^thp time. . - --r-
When. Paul, went to, Rpme-as a. prisoner seyeral year^ 
la^erj he is thought to haye^written .anoth§^?. grpup,pf Igt-teyo; 
P^olp§siunf, P^tJ-emon, ^ph^sians, ,nnd 5hilippj.au3*. 5!o,th@ churoh-v 
at Qolosse -,hQ ?n?ot§ tp reprove it,^or^.hQliO''^thg' qa^gtionahle 
teachings: he eralts Christ as the universal Lord. The lettpc 
to Philemqn, one pf perspnai.^f^iendship ,in* heh&lf of a run-e-way 
slave, now a Christian, is the Magna Charts of emanglpation. 
'Ephesians,^probably th©" H'etter -to ^the^Laodlceans-, or several 
Qhuroh^s .in Western-Asiai .defends -.Christianity againatatheterrora
af.the gnosttosj .andvreveals-the .imipanent Christ?' it*-.as-weSLl 
as .the two foregoing-epistles ^ ElOffatt dates to 61, and the letter 
to the friends .at-Phllippj, thanking them for their endeavors';fpr 
his oomfort, to 62. .The First Epistle of Peter, also^written."from 
Rome, hut hy Peter, to the disciples In "Asia Minor'; tp: give encour 
agement in'time of'perseoutioh, v falls'’Between ,65-75, according to
when Peter.pufferedmiartyrdom.^-
.Ihe .gospels;r like the’•earliest of our Old Testament 
records, werO written=. from-smaller-compilations,'which in turn * 
go hack to the oral story, for the HS'brews'were ali^ays’good "at - 
memorizing. Because* of-^the''Belief 'in a speedy 'second coming, 
the 'Gospel was kept oral for a score of years, ol^ more, or-Tintil 
the*'GEdfoh'grew^'fo SUch houMs that a wfifiteh record for ins^truo-
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tioii 'be'oa'me imperative, tlTeif the go’spe'l’■and'^^the vfri't'tan-^
memoranda of-disoouree^^iM lWl%^nt9^ wVre "gbmlDi'hed-.
Of*' tee goap'els a'd we have teem tl&V of aoooVded
the eVriie"sfdate, eB-VCr. Tlfe Witer, a clos-e relative -of ^arhahas,
c* «the oorapanion of Paul in his early labors', "acoompanPed^ the 'two on* 
the first missionary Journey, hut later seems to have heoome asso® 
oiated with Peter. His gospel, — the record of the story of the 
life and work of Jesus as peter was wont to tell it, — written 
for Roman readers, is a brief, vivid narrative. Because it is 
closest to the life of the Master, it emphasises the miraculous 
element.
The gospel of Matthew was written between 76**90, or 
after the fall of Jerusalem, for the Jewish people, scattered 
more- than ever through that calamity. It is based chiefly on 
Mark and an earlier collection of the teachings of Jesus at­
tributed to the apostle Matthew, written in Hebrew; and polnjis 
to Jesus as the fulfillment of the Hebrew hopes for te® kingdom 
of God, hence it is illuminated with words of prophecy.
Luke, a Greek friend of Paulas, whose acquaintance 
brought him into contact with the leaders and scenes of the 
early Christian history, wrote the record of Jesus' acts and 
sayings bearing his name between 8Q-96 for his friend Theophilusj 
after careful research and an examination of the oral narratives 
and the fragments of written memorabilia existing. His is the 
viewpoint of a cosmopolite, his gospel that of humanity; he 
stres8.es womanhood, and jahildhpod. The gospel of Luke is the
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for th.e Gr^ek, world of ^Wlture;-an^ ^liumnitarian interest."^ 
John, the fourth gospel and the work of an eye-witness^ 
recorded between 95-116, or a life-time later, supplements and 
interprets the first three gospels. It gives the life of Jesus
at : '4
a
'ioally grounded and* mysirioal.
as a whole to'the world'"in  way it oan understand it, philosoph-
■? . ». 3
ijO*'
r-i'-j cu
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■Willett, H., "Our Bible,” p. 63.
Oh&pter Yir. The -Later-.JjTefw-Teat&mejil;-..Boo^s .a-nd ;thg Oanonnc.^i
M» X. *. % 1 rV' , C.‘ t
C.^'T id ’irJIf Paul as weii as Peter during the perseoution of
uC' r <Uero died a martyr to the great cause he was identified with, 
the Bplstl#^th 'the ^ehre^s, Witten 80-96/is not of Pauline
.cDi r> 'ISauthorshipr As a plea for loyalty to the Gospel which is in-
> 3 “«r. I- »finitely superior to Jewish institution^it mayT'how'erer, have
", ' .lulit-c x-'-*' «’* •h’s'en'" addressed to the church at Rome.
Aota, the" history of the Christian ohuroh from the 
asoensicTn'to the" e^nd ^o"f 'thV second year of Paul*a imp^risoWeht
af Rome,* oovering a period of thirty years, is from the pen of
- » - . *,G‘ ' ^ ^ ijTo^L, s cf .Luke, as we*se-e \»oth from the styie and the method of treatment.
* V».and read In'Aots 1:1, a ocTntinuation of Ms goapel. As a do-
. .i.X ccan?' . o-'v .a* i ''-.® t-id-'tl coa*;- ’ ‘i'-.worker of Paul, lake oould well give a first-hand aooount later
*C j.j. ^ ' ' -'l J_
(80-90).
* Beveiatlon Is a series of letters tio“the-seven dhufches
o*f the" Ephesus vlolnity in figurative* languagT^g’lving reproof, 
exhortation, comfort and counsel, which'’dWounces Rome. It was 
written hy John from Ephesus around the end of ■^he first century, 
in^ order to keep up the “courage of the church in the hard times
in which it lived.
' The pifst'Epist'le %f Jolin, of a soifiewhat later ddte, 
a oompanion to'tThe'gospel 5f the same name.’and'"a meditation on 




life of'was prdb'a'bly a of'yoTil5r-’lett6r'''-f6"^^Ee‘ oTiuroEelB'-^'^ 
of^^'he-'As'faii S'ggoii^^‘aAd^li£r^ ^ofin.'-^dir thO 6th6f
iialnd, "afe- sKort “-pei^soml-messages rto friends*‘and‘^'oomradr^&^^'in
f£e'^f'aifh’,*^^‘^aHd in^^'be^'8t’ili’'la{:e'ir'as'“to origin.' ; r - ;
S6*0ondfmo“tKy f96«£2^Bj';'^'i^K Haa-l^ean called the 
last meesdg'e-of’'a’Shri-stlan before dearth', "i'^TAof af^ "longer
oonsidrdred of Paulina origin*. ' Together with ^rT'lm6'th> and"
, ^it S-'mdnual' for th'e ‘(SHriStianf-pasT^of'All thfde 
give d'ireo’Bio^S regarding the ohurch organization and the efP*
fioieno^ 6f'af-'lst’er period^' hut'may he based on'gehuld^ dpIStles
of'^aul. ^ *■ -- ^ ^ vC " .
* ’ asdrih^d ^'t6-tKd fbrdther of-Jesus y ^thd first
bishop of Jerusalem,-is tc^‘thd* Christl'ans in'general;* it- gives
p'rao't'ld'^ o'pttne’el'and*'aifipEasi-ze's-the^-ethid^l Qontenlv ^d ah -
Api)Xled Ohr-istdanit^T ■ »Judg;"*"1.10~ 180 ’-rabukes "both scandalous 
thijiking ^and o&nd’Uct^irC the ‘ Ohurahes,'^ while Sj^Pater ^ 130->170-,^."j 
similar "fa ‘it^-In-’a ^ay, -i^ cf linhnownc-authorehipbuc ^
dihe Epistles, or letters-of Paul^and otherseto“th6. 
dariy^ohdfohes and the'^ gosj^els''wb'ra'oopied‘'ajld"erohanged, and'"’ 
ddme^’^to'be'-read’'fiLt^thd eefvice's ^ust as, or along’ with^^parts ‘
of'-the Old Testament^;‘and so ^in''‘the*'oourse of time came to^be *
>. a,5 _ - -.u rconsidered as Inspired and sacred -t^ the’Law', the Prophets j and
the Writings, and recognized as the Ghristian Scriptures. The 
formation of the Hew Testament Oanon like that of Old Testament 
was, however, also a gradual process, yet it came about in a
^Gladden, W., "Who Wrote the Bible?" p. 234 
^Willett, H,* nour Bible," p. 67.
different and more-speed-y way/ as ftlvd-ile'-inepiration was-oonsld- 
ered to have ended with the death of the e.postles and thQse who 
knew them pefsonaily.' tin-Martyr, who died 166, Already' ^" 
sieaks of the Synoptib Saspels,'”Matthew, Mark and'take, as'hav-^' " 
ihg the s^e rank as t£e'eii'Testament propfiets, and not'many
^ r »* - '■ i ’r-n 1!years later a-pupil'of his wove the four gospels'^into one, the 
"Dlatessaron, or Book of the'Pour," Irenaeus of Lyons (177^802),
r\ .i. /• , ^ ^ t*includes the epistles In the same class', omitting,'ho‘wever, 
Hebrews, fee feuratorlan Kragment, found in the library of"Am- ’ 
brose at Milan, refers to a list of New festamehf'books made"''"*' 
before the glose of the'Second century at Rome’, which seems to
- '' ^.r c tiomit only Hebrews, 1 and 2.Peter, James, ana one of the epistles 
Of John of our iJew Testament'books, while adding a few not reeog-
nize^ such now. As a^mat'ter of fact," it was long disputed*
r xj ^ V. t) c-whether Hebrews, 2.Peter, and Revelation should be considered a
* w ■■ » -
part of the New Testament, and such works of the second- century
as the Teaching of the Twelve Apostles, the Shepherd of Hermes,
and the Epistle of Barnabas were often conceded a place in it.
> ^
It was not until the Oounoll of Garthage in 397 that the twenty- 
seven books composing our New Testament were definitely decided 
upon, thanks to the efforts of Athanaseus and Augustine. Those 
books T'^ich were best liked by the people are in the Bible.
OX
i
Chapter YIII. The Bible: Language, Form, and Early Codices,
With the exception of short sections of Ezra and Daniel
* j.
and a verse in Jeremiah, the Old Testament was originally written 
in Hebrew, a language related to the languages of Assyria, Babylon, 
Arabia, and Phoenicia, and which was spoken in .Canaan when Abraham 
came to the Promised Land. It is read from right to left, a book
9 - — - y
beginning where ours end. Originally the Hebrew alphabet consisted 
of consonants only, but since the time of Christ the vowels which 
had been omitted are supplied by dots and dashes under the conso­
nants or in their curves, much as in shorthand. The number of
" ^ r ^
books in the Hebrew Bible (Old Testament) corresponded to the
number of letters in their alphabet.
The books of the Apocrypha were written in Creek for the 
most part, as has already been stated. This was because their or- 
igin dates to a time when the Hebrew language had through the Cap­
tivity been supplanted by the Aramean, and Greek was the oommgn
/ i
language of civilization, so also of the Jews, now scattered over 
all the then known world.
Our Hew Testament books also were written in Greek, not
classic Greek, however, but in Koine, the common speech formed by
merging of dialects after Alexander the Great, for they were not
written until the Gentiles had been admitted into the ohuroh, when
Greek was a common tongue. Tradition, however, says that Matthew
wrote an earlier Gospel, in Aramaic, which became the source for
our Matthew as well as one of the other Gospels.
• * • ^ *
(69)
Because Hebrew, w,as coming jbo be a .(lead language and
Greek was the ,unlyersal tongue, both the last- several centuries,
before £uad after Christ, the first translation o-f the ^Old- Testa- c - », • •
ment was begun during the third centuyy , in Ale.xaAdr-ia, 
Egypt, by seventy-two^ scholars^ at the direojbion of .Ptolemy 
PhiladelphuB. This was continued until in the pour.su of the 
next few centuries the who^e Bible, Including the,-Ajjporypha, 
was. to be had.,in Greek, the version .bei;^- known as the .Alexan.- . 
drian collection of the Scriptures, or the Septuaglnt. because 
it was thought to have, be.en the wopl? of seventy. Xt is very 
important not .only beoauau it was the .first complete Bible in 
any lan^guage .as far 3a .we, Imow^,^ but-eveji. more ^e,oa^us.e -of the 
standard, it set and because .of what it meant to the- subseg^uent 
history pf the .Bible. Over agains.t the Greek translation of 
the Old Testament with the Apporypl^a there stood in the t-imev,pf 
phrtat the Palestinian collection of the Hebrew scriptures: the 
Jaw, the prophets, and the Writings, in Hebrew, which did not 
include the Apocrypha. The lat^ier may still have been the lang­
uage Qf the temple. Out of %t grew thg Targuips., not versions,^ 
but a translation of. the Hebrew into Ara^iaic, J:he later dialept, 
of Palestine, which .^combines Biblical text and commentary..- But 
the Greek version wa§ usei widely in Pales|:ine^ fop .many Aews 
knew Greek, and scholars maintain that Jesus’ and the writers of
V •
the New Testament quoted from it almost exclusively.
In early times clay, burned and hap^dened, was used to 
write upon; wood apd stone and especially ;grepared skins also
served the purpose'. As' far as ■sye ^ow, the earliest Hebrew 
records were inscribed upon stone: of. the 'Ten Commandments, "al-
, • r-so Deuteronomy 27:Eff and Joshua 8;’30f.f. Most of our Bible was, 
however, first recorded in manuscripts written with an iron pen 
dipped in ink of lampblack dissofveii In gall-juice on the inner
‘ - A
side of skins of animals or birds, cut in strips and rolled on 
two sticks (Mutch, W.J,, ’’History of the Bible," “illustration 
feeding page 80) , Later a writing material was made from papyrus 
(Hunting, H.B., "Tfid Story of our Bible," illustration facing
t. 4
page 8)^1 a reed growing on the Hile and the regions about the 
Mediterranean Sea, and parchment, an improved preparation of
skins was perfdote'd*’(Mutch ^ W.J'., '"History'tot ^-^li'e Bl'6'le'f^ illuS’-
tration facing page 64). Papyrus, however, was perishable, and
parchment expensive. It is also a fact that writing was not
^ ,
valued very highly in the -tfme before Christ 4s well as during 
the early centuries'of the Christian era. It is because of all
this as well as the persecutions of the Christians and their aa- 
ored literature during the early centuries of the Church, that 
we have no documents of the Bible in the original Hebrew, written
. ^ swithout indicating the vowels. The oldest ones we do have, more- 
c « "*over, are neither written on papyrus nor on rolls, the form of 
the early'writings, but on parchment and in book form. They are 
known as codices.
* ^ U.' - . ** 'i '■
The age of manuscripts can be determined by the style 
of letters and writing, for the oldest are written in capital
‘ -■ w * T . * , ** 'h."?let'ters exclusively and with no divisipn between words. These
t -t ’ ^
are knpwfi ii^ioal manusoripts,? Ilhe'plater ones employ small,, 
letters, and are mo^e^ like-our^ writing^^searph has recovered, 
only^^hout a hundred^ of* the formar, mostly ^ragmen]:s> .^p^rea p^f 
these,, practically complete., are considered the oldest copies 
of the Bihle, -Oft Ijhese the-,Vatican Manuscripts in the Vatican 
library, Rome, since 1475, i.s most generally dated hack to.-thp 
foj^rth, century, A^D.. 4 "book aa..tQ form, it consists of 759
leaves- pf ffipe vellum, a specially prepared pai^ohqent^. ,each 
about a fpq,t square, bound in red morpoco. It contains the ^ 
S:eptuagint 5?rai^sl£Ltion. of the Old leatament and the Greek New 
Testament, three columns to a page. Unfortunately a good part 
of Genesis, a section of the Psalms and all after Hebrews 9:14 
has been lost.
Back to about the same time goes the Slnaitic Manu­
script (Smyth, J.P., "The Bible in the Making," Illustration 
Smjih J.P-, dior
facing page 316 and^illustration facing page 16), of which the 
first traces were discovered only eighty years ago, and which 
resembles the above rather closely. Dr. Tischendorf, a great 
German scholar, found some pages of this codex in a waste basket 
in the convent of St. Catherine at the foot of Mt. Binai in 1844, 
but it was not until fifteen years later that he came upon the 
major part of it. The whole is now treasured by the Eastern 
church in the library of St. Petersburg. This manuscript also 
is written on vellum, its pages of four columns being larger 
than usual; it contains the New Testament, with the Epistle of 
Barnabas and part of the Shepherd of Hermes appended, and the 
twenty-two books of the Old Testament. It has been suggested
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Sinail^lQ, ahj^ the^Vat-loan manuscS-ipts-mi-g-h-e be 
two of the fifty costly and beautiful copies of Holy Scriptures 
ordered to b^ made by the EinpprQr Qonptant.inc i^3^;L„under the
gare of Eusebius of Gaesarea. ^ .
The third of these oodiop^g ip t^;e AlQggandri^., of the 
early fift};^ pantupy, whiclj a^po inolu^ep some, of the doubtful 
books. It was presented tp,Charles I. of England by the Pa*- 
trlarch of Qonstantinople in 162$, and is in the British Museum 
since 1763. This manuscript is in four volumes of■773 pages,
13 by 3,0 .fnohes, two columns to a page.
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is
Ol^pter JZ» Oompleted BlT^le. in the Eypandlng Church.
Q.uJ.te earl;^ in the'^hlstbry o'f the Bi'b-l'e'there we-re ‘ 
besides- the Jewish ^argunfs', the old Syriac Scriptures f^Mutoh, W-J,^ 
"History o'f ‘ ihe Bible-," illustration fabing page 18’) ^ and'EgJ^ptian 
or Coptic, lith^ippian an^ Arinlniah versions. -Other-G'reek transla- 
ti’ona“ snhnr followed the Septua'felnt> some of-which 'Are with it 
inoorporate'd *in the He sap la of Origen. *'t
But Tiatin, noW'the official tongue of the Roman Kmpire, 
was’gradually disi)lacing--Greek as the Universal language*, hence 
as early as .'the'' second o^ntdry the Bible-began"to be "pu-IP thto 
Old- BatTn;'' the pr^eri^e'd^ fragments- af this- version are of especial 
interest as the first tr'ansla^'iorf of the Hew Testament.*^ ‘But"'the 
liatin Bible 'Which became epoch-making* was- that ‘of •'St'.“‘JeVbme , 
translated in the’ early 'fourth century from the' original languages. 
Because of its* popularity it 'became known -as the Vulgate. It was- 
be'guh lh'‘Rom0 arid finished in Jerusalem after Jerome had learned 
Hebrew. And not only-l-S- it ab bid as buV'olde'st known Gree'k" ' 
ifahusoi^iptS', bUt It was the only**"Bih-Ib 'use’d In western Europe" 
for *‘a*thousand--yea'rs‘, and 'f^^still the reo'o'gnized o'ne 'of the'
'Roman* Catholic Church. 
•Apocrypha. -
like the Septuagint it includes the
1 •- ' Li. M- .. V “ t-ri-
Buring-the fsame-bent'ury-alJ^Jeareb ‘thVtfhfiSlhtie'n bf
Bishop Ulfilas for-the^ "Grothic pec^ple among whom he- w'drke'd.* He 
bM'tted the book- of -King's because he thought,' as a 'obrCtempbrary 




and the Gothio tribes were espeoially fond of war. "A This m^u-
^ A
soript, written on purple parchment with silver letters (Hunting, 
H.B., _!!a?he Storj of‘our Bible,", illustration facing page 234),
‘ V *
is now preserved in Upsala, Sweden.
All these manuscripts originated long before printing 
was invented, hence in a time when documents had to be laboriously 
copied by hand. It is therefore remarkable to find how those 
which have come down to us agree. There are, of course, occa­
sional instances of corrections and substitutions, errors of 
using the wro;ig lettey, or of leaving out ,a phrase when the 
same, word reoccurs^, or where glosses, i.e., marginal comments, 
were copied by scribes as part of the text.
Ohristianity began to make rapid progress in England
2 * ^
only after Augustine was. sent there as a missionary in ^97. He 
brought with him two copies of the latin Gospels which were used 
to produce Anglo-Saxon translations. A century after.his coming, 
the^poet-monk Oaedmon wrote a metrical paraphrase of ^some Bible 
stories. He was followed by Bede, who among other, things transf-l 
lated the Gospel of ;rohn, and -^ing 4rJ:hur '{849,-911) put the Ten 
Qommandments and parts of Exodus a^d the Psalms into the language 
of the peoplq.
0r »
^ ^ut there was no AnglorSaxon translation of the entire
Bible when the Herman conquest introduced a new tongu$ into 
England, the Norman-French. The next two centuries saw the 
gradual welding of the tongue of the peoj)le .with that of ^the 
conquerors. This made a new Bible translation neeessary. During 
the stormy time' of the neH era of enlightenment and ‘religious 
^Willett,H.,"our Bible," p. 94.
reform of the middle of the fourteenth century, ‘Wyolif, an 
Oxford scholar known as the "morning star of the Reformation" 
in England, arose as champion of the people to meet that need. 
He held that the Scriptures should he "the property of the 
people and one which no one should he allowed to wrest from 
them." Accordingly, with the aid of helpers he translated the 
Bible from the Vulgate into English between 1380-1383 (Mutch, 
W.J., "History of the Bible," Illustration facing page 86, b). 
What is more, he^popularized his translation through a band of 
organized preachers, the Bollards, thus educating the people
i
to an appreciation of it in a time when Bibles were not only
j f ^ t, N-— -
sCill copied by hand and therefore expensive, but when there
was a ban on possessing and reading the Bible. Wyolif^ through
his translation introduced a written language which became the
heritage of all, and well deserves to be called the "father of
*1 ^ ^ 1 .
English prose.
The era of discovery and invention of the fifteenth
: ^ £>:century brought with it the introduction of the printing press, 
which had an inestimable influence on the Story of the Bible.
Hot only was the Batin Bible tiie first book of any length to
''**w r ' ^
be printed,' but copies of it multiplied rapidly in other lang-,
uages as well. Then^ too, the siege of Constantinople, the 
> * 1 - , ccitadel of Greek knowledge, in 1453, brought the Greek Hew 
Testament to Italy, and awakened' an interest in that language 
which gave an impetus to the Renaissance and its reintroduo.tion 
of iearning. This made for a* rediscovery of the forgoften'^'^'" *
'Gre^n, of English People," Vol.l, p.489.
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treasuries ,gt the,monasteries^ In 1494 a Bihlp In Hebrew was 
printed at Bresola, and in 1516 Erasmus gave to the world a new 
Greek translation of the Hew Testament., independent of the Vp-lgate, 
which laid the foundation for the ^Inglish Authorized Version.
Through the expansion of Christianity in the Middle 
A^ges, all seotlons of Europe were reaohed,. Thes^, ^ith their 
differently developing lan^u^^es. brought about a branching in 
the mainstream of the Story of the Bible, ^ite early Germany, 
for instance, saw several popular versions of the Bible in soma 
of its dialects, chief among them, the Old Se?Qn "Heliand,” _and 
.tha work of the mon^ .Otfried, ,a metrical, rendition,,the, one rep- 
resen.^1;^ phriht as a-fejiial lo^d and his app.stles as yp-ssgls,^
.terms readily^^unders.tood in those times. Jt-was also in Germany 
where ijj.e,peforraation, growing out of the Renaissance, first 
gained its surest footing^,^ and one of its earliest prpdugts 
was Luther*-s trapeslajion of the Hew Testament, 152^,. por thi,9 
he us^ed, the^ Grpek Hew Testament of Erasmus as a text. The Old 
Testament, which followed in 1534^ was alsp,^)^ transla^tion from, 
the original,' Luthpr^hav5.ng .able ^ss.iptant.s in that work. Through 
his B^ble jt^e bjepanji^not only, tjie E^thpjr of the modern Ge.rman 
langnage, bu^ a...pow.e.;rful, influence op all subsequent tr^nsla-^ 
tions, of all languagesmoat espeqially pf thpse of fhe . ^
countries of western and northern Europe.
In Erance jJaoaues. le Pevre d* Staple a made a translation 
abput the, same time^ as Luther, bu^t if^was bssed. on tjae, yulgp-te, and 
in that Catholic couptry neither It por any-subsequent transj.ation 
had very great significance.
Ohapter X, The Making of Our English Blhle.
* * *' t > V ~ W
The same period whioh saw lather*s translation of the
Bible .also brought a new English one by Tyndale, a Eranoisoan 
_• * -- *priest who had studied at Oxford and Cambridge and is said to 
have been a pupil of Erasmus. He is the true father of the 
English Bible. Tyndale was filled with the desire "If God spare 
my life, ere many years I will cause a boy that driveth a plow 
shall know more of the Sor^.£)tures than thou (the Pope) dost."^
In spite of persecution, and though he was poor and dependent on 
the aid of rich benefactors, Tyndale published his English trans-
^ 4
la-6ion o'f the New Testament (Mutch, W..J., "History of the Bible,”
■ : ^ 7 _ 1 ’ V* ’ -“3
illustration facing page 28) in Worms in 1525, and worked on the 
Old Testament until his death as a martyr in 1636, translating 
both from the original tongues. His books were smuggled into 
England*, and in spite of the fact that many copies were discov- 
ered and burned, gained a wide circulation.
hi. - .
It was, however, not his Bible translation so much as 
the spirit of Tyndale and his close associations with Luther which 
brought the wrath of the authorities upon him. The time was ripe
. • C' ' ‘ ‘*.5 ’for religious liberty and the open Bible, and the translation of
^ . T V X , It
Ooverdale based on the Vulgate and the work of Luther and Tyndale, 
which appeared in 1535, under the direction of the prime minister
S / J -■ >. •
Cromwell, won the favor of the authorities, including the King,
? < . - ^ y*' ~ ' '■ ^and received sanction. It was the first complete English Bible 
printed^ for Tyndale's Bible, completed by John Rogers (perhaps
^Willett, H., "Our Bltle," p.lOO
(V8)
7^.
l3y adding a" part of-Coverdal'e-Cs*) did not ^ppe'ar uni'll under
€he name*-of-Matthew*'9'3it)le-.’"'a ^new ve’rsion by'^Coverdaie, b^se^
on "Mat't'iiew'8‘‘Bibie-was' published: in’1539 as-\'he-’^&feat--B’ible .“H"
or'"C?fanmer*“s Bible.” Oopie''a'of*'it *^ere placed^ in- all'cburohes.' —
some' of- the Puiitan 'exilba^ who ‘during th*^ reig'n' of Mary ha'd fled
to' Geneva,' Switzerland, wher^e the sp'^rit Vf* Galvin Hold ‘sway, re- 
\
vtseU* the Bible -of Tyndale. in-aocdrdanba^with -thdrt "spirit in 1560 
under 'the lead'ership of William Whltt'ing'ham'. Tfi"£s,^-the Geneva' 
Bible"*, '"was 'the* first’ -English Bible to have the text- divided into 
ve'rses as- well as chapters -and to omit the Apoorj^Kav -It was, 
moVeover, printed in Roman type'^^inatead' of thd old-Gothi'd us’ed 
^fi’ibr, &d'-b^ohuse d'f'’i‘t^'‘convenient ^slze ~it“ beoamd Immensery " 
popular, especially as the Bible of the home. It is probable 
that the Puri'tr^ns brought 'it ‘t'o* Sriglahd -w'it}r-thbm on the ' 
iJayflower, fof' the Bishop's “Bible of'^l‘568V''thS'"offiolal Bibl^ of" 
the Church, was hb't’ used widbTy “with ‘d’ny but the churchmen,- *
’■ in*'l'603, ‘shortlV aft’er King James Stua¥f of ScotTand
became'"'king of England, he called e^^churoh ^dnfefehoe at Haiip'ton 
Couft at* whioh'’ri6 himself'pfesMed-n-^ihis -body-de'oi'ded -that^ cT'nisw 
■Eransiabioh/of the Biblefo be^ad'e b;^ f ifiry-of the'mdst noted 
Hebrew and GreVlC‘scho*ia^a and^dlvineb 'Of the realm. The dommit-tee 
worked in* six groupsr^twO at* Westmlh^'^,*'"Bondoni-two'at Gadibridg#, 
and two^ at Oxford, each -on -a 'separatV seot'ioh'^ of‘-th'd- Bible?.’' 'As 's‘oon 
as'ahy one book was*^completed, it'“was-’ex^ined^'by^tEe‘other grb-up^i 
who "then submitted theif sUggdst'iofis'fcJr-impiovement, "after, j^hlch 
the whole had to'be^ .approved by .a final- c.onu9i,ii66 of ^revision.
r
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compased^ of the leadihg^meithers^of the or4glnal oommittee, -'Work 
.pragaot wasAaGtually.hegurn* ihf'l'eQ'?:-. The 'Bishop .Bihle^^- 
was jised-^sra^hasls.rao the new irersion still has traces oTj^yn^p- 
dale 16 *work*' But the GrehevatBiL'blg'^-sfe wall as other^existij^^'Bihlea, 
BngSbish and in^other'languageev^^wefe^^eferred to frequently^ ^and 
all old .manusorl-pte^aT.aile'ble 'wdre .‘eonsultedc « ^The .result., thh^ 
sorgalled King James, ^or Authcqs^gjsd ■-slmpla^Saxon^j^ r,
Shglish; .is the iwork of jiOA.indiuidualy .ae we'Jiav.e seen,^.,It'±s%- ^ 
the produotooff*a-n. epoch: Uone of the greatest and nohledt in' *• 
English-history. "-.1^Gaehelein describes it as surpassing ^
rivals-in‘6dottraoy and'"'b‘eauty o-£^’diotton,J^? a" and^. calls it thei*3 * . 
oro^h^ih English aiterstuf 6'^ ^I’greeter ifiSgxgnd-eufi than-i'the Revised 
Versions.^C'--?
' j rHowever^ that may be, .the^ discovery andhstudy of^.the
more‘ancient manuscripts and the development of textual criticism 
as well as the study of languages, revealing the change of meaning 
in words, have during the nineteenth century necessitated the need 
for another revision. This was begun by the (^huroh of England in 
1870, when a group of some fifty English scholars and an American 
committee of twenty-seven organized for the task, each doing its 
work independently and passing It to the other for inspection and 
criticism. The Hew Testament was completed in 1881, the Old Testa* 
ment in 1885. The suggestions of the American committee were not 
adopted at the time, but were to appear in an appendix for fifteen 
years, when they were to be incorporated. The American Sommittee
^Hunting, HaB., "The Story of Our Biblep. 265.
^Gaebelein, P.E., "Down Through the Ages."
® ibid
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remained xir^anized, and-continued work,^ and when England in 
189^ puhliahed an American. Re.-^ised Version of the Bible, it was 
recognized not to represent the status of hiblioal scholarship of 
the time. Because of this the Amerlo.an Stand-ard-Hevise’d-^ersibn,
V -
”now oonsidered the best version of the Bible for general use in 
English,*-^ was published in 1901 by Thomas Ne'lson and Son. The
• " - ■ «A ’ ^ ^ . ", .|most important innovations compared with the King James Version 
lie in such matters of detail as dividing columns into paragraphs, 
but no*^t into verses, although the numbers of these and 'the ^'Haptera 
are given. In addition poetry is printed in verse form and theVe 
are original notes. There is also a greater *ac6uraoy, eveii though
at times at the loss of ‘pome of the ‘poet^icf'beaut'y. "'Th'is''new ’
^ t-* **00 t(Xt< . » ^tteinslation of the Bible is only gradually coming to receive due
recognition, but was'^not the same thing true of the King James
^ a"* ^ ^ » V . K ^Version?
. t A* ’ '•
j:-, - a i
^ ‘ w - .•'C ^ ^ < o
...
f * I itT b
~i J I
^ if
x^> t ^ u' 1%utoh, "Hieto'ry of the Bible,” page 58.
Chapter ZI* The Blhle^ in our Day»
^ •* T
In addition^ t,o the- As^e^rloan Standard .Revirseid :7^rslon-,
twentieth o^^ntury has "brought-',oth®r aig'w Sihle trans'-Uations, 
mo^exn ventures, begging repognitipn in en-Bge when we are ootaing 
tp believe "that in -the,- Scripture one p.artl9ularv:£Drm of words ^ 
.-Is -not-so important as the esapt thpizght whiph.waa^ln f the„mind
of the gr-J-ginal^writer,"^ "The Twentieth Century Hew Testament,"
now expanded to-i include,.j5he Old Testament as we^ll-; is arBible in 
^ a modera forrci of- speech^ whdoh. is to render; it 'more Intelligibly, 
jThe-Msdern-Speyoh,Hyw Testament,,?-translated by^R.;f, Weymouth,
- is, as^the tltl0''PageoetO'te‘g5i.?an. idiomatic (translation In.to'
^ everyday Biiglish." %o meohaniqs, it features paragraph titles, 
.,not- adoptPd in- any other edition of-the. Bible* The "jlew Testament" 
by James Mo-ffatt, a naodern-apapoh'-^yeicsion showing* "even finer in- 
^.sight^and powe‘r-of. e:g)res8lpn*?^ than that by Weymouth, is Vgpeoially 
V useful to the Bible Student and envoys the highest-reputet".
Some scholars hold that the-translation'Of the Old Testa-
^ ,ment .has bean done rather inadequately i-n-.oertain portions of the 
.American Standard Revised .Version.. > attempt to give a better, 
rendition l^s now been ma’de- in th© two volume Old Testanjent trans- 
j^lation of-Moffatt's,- the first Voluiie- appearing in 1924, the aeoond 
only Just off- the press (early ln.rl92.5,l:. ,.,.As to menhanio's,. thia
^^Mutch, W. J •, 
8van Pelt, J.R
"-History of the Bible," p* 39.
t., "An Introduction to the Study of the




version hag more of the appearance of an ordinary hook, for two- 
oolumn pages are done away with, and the numbers of the verses ap-p
* ^ jpear in the margin only for oonvenienoeT Dlreot discourse is, more**
^ i • , 4. ' ? '
over, set properly apart and punctuated. Moulton*8 ".Modern Readers'
’ ^ . t' t, , ' ' *’ ': -
Bible," another type of twentieth century Bible, uses an arrangement 
which shows literary features, and it is a great hglp for intelli-
; . r T. ; -
gent reading. Goodspeed'*s ''The Hew Testament, an American Transla-?
> , t X '‘1 ^ -S'
tion," omits all numbering whatever, the separate bools:s appearing 
like chapters of a story.
It has been recognized for some time that the Bible in its 
- ^ -t i ,
present form is. forbidding to children not only because of much of-
Its subjeot-Matter, "but even more so because of'-its treatment and
form; small print and double columns. There have been attempts of 
various kinds to alleviate these matters, and children's Bibles of
V -vu. ^ ^ _^5-, __ _
various kinds have been the result. These are generally planned 
as an approach to the Scriptures. TJHually the mechanics are changed,
^ •s
no double-columned pages appearing, but often no attempt at better*^ 
ment as'^to method of treatment or subject-matter is made. Some, 
like Hurlburt and Foster, give the-material by books of the Bible 
in narrative form; others treat grpups of stories as units, while 
still others select their subject-matter with the age of the child 
for whom it is intended in view, using story fprm. Again, some use 
the words of the BibXe, others the text, weaving in background ma­
terials such as geography and manners and customs, and still others 
add imaginative materials.
"The Bible in Graded Story" by Edna Bean and Glara Bell 
Baker, three'vblumes of which are now out, puts the Bib-le-mate!ri1alt .
into stoVy t6rm‘''and uses good art'for'illustrative'punrposea^ In 
-ffran'oes Weld -Panielson^s "Bible Story'Book*^ for the kindergarten*^ 
ohildV the author selects and retells the ^'to^ies* best'’adapted 
for that age'. Bherinan and Keht» "■The'-UhiTdren-*s Bible,” for chil­
dren of all a|es, is well'-illustrated, mobtly-by W. L. Baylor, 
whose backgrounds are, as'Professor A." B. Bailey"^-^points Out, 
■"shbs'tantially acourate’^li -But-the latest fend best in Bible pro- 
duetioh at-present is* "The"Master 'library,” con^l^ting of'ten 
finely edited, well-bound volumes, richly illustrated with prints 
0^ the' world*s greatest masterpieces of art. -it is the wokk bf a 
group'under Dr.-W. S^.^I?fchearn as ohieif-editor,‘-'and inbludes not 
ojdly some Of'tlie’^inos't but*standin^Blble^Bohbiafs an^ r^eliglous 
educators, but authorities on religious aVt as*’well. The" intro- 
ductory' volume, "My Be’st Book,” the one of the sot especially 
planned for little dhildrdn’, Was* worked out by experts Ih elemen­
tary eduoatiOB,* religious and sedular. The other nine volumes, — 
in the words'of the Bible, and.attractive as to meohanlcsV— readily 
portray, as their titles indicate:
V^ " 1. leadefs of^SldSn'^Bays
> 2. The Book, of the
“■ ■^ 3. HerofeB and-feerolhes
4- Thej.Living_ Wisdpm 
- '5'. SoBgS'bf -the '^eers
6. Everyday ^±fe in 0.1d Judea
7. Thfe Perfect’il'fe " '
8. pioneers of the |’aith
*^9,'The Handbook" • " ' i --
what a veritabib’’ -treasCire-house the'^Bibie is';'
In^-feermany "the peo'ple 'still oli'n'g- fbndly to ^the old^
i n
'■Bailey, A.B., "The Use of Art in Religious Education," p.63.
version of Luther,as far as the Bible is conoerned, and only 
the 400th ahnitfersary' of'tlhe pd'biioati'on'^)f' his' New *restameht has 
iih^iiy^Vrdiight*a demand for an adequate revision^ Several good 
brlt'ioal ttansiatior^s , designed' for popular use, have, however,
^ i
appeared, ampng^them'Weizaaeoker*s" New TehtaWrit, “k faarvel of 
scholarship and literary ■skill,and the t)ld Testament‘'transla­
tion of Kautzsoh, now in its fourth edition. A modern French 
translation by Louis Segand, in 1873, also has great merit.
The Story of the Bible most certainly is that of its 
translations. The most important of the earlier ones of these, 
have already been referred to. The first six centuries of the 
Ohristian era saw the'' Bible in eight languages, the Reformation 
in twenty-four, and today practically every tongue of importance 
of the world has its own Bible, for the Bible has been translated 
into nearly five hundred languages, or over four hundred, if we 
do not count the translations into tongues which are now obsolete. 
\7hat is more, there is a record of over seven hundred languages 
and dialects into which at least one book of the Bible has been
Qput. Hunting records ”that seven out of every ten of the world’s 
Inhabitants have had the Gospel story provided for them in their 
own tongue." Muoh of this marvelous achievement is due to the 
heroic labors of great missionaries who, after having mastered a 
foreign language, not infrequently had to put it into written 
form before being able to make the translation. Of this such 
names as William Gary of India, Adoniram Judson of Burma, Robert 
Morrison of China, John G. Baton of the New Hebrides, and James
^Van Pelt, J.R., "An Introduction to the Study of the Bible," p.




Evans, missionary of the Ojree Indians in northwest Canada are 
glowing-exs-mples- Tpdey the twenty-one Blhle societies in the 
Protestant world annually puhlish- thirty million Blhles and part 
of Bibles. The American Bible Society alone circulates over half 





8* TES UHIftUJiirESS OF OUR' CHRISTIAN RELIGION IN COMPARISON WITH OTHER
RELIGIOJJS.
j '
Chapter I. The Religion of ArLoient Egj^t aM the 
V ^ •• ' ^^ellglona of BahyTonla anT~A3S^fd.
As many primiti^ce forms of'religion, that of anoient
Egypt was hased on magio. It was polytheistic on'the'whole,
6ver£>lf*Ilcnaton, the father-in-law Tut through his re-
fo2?ms tried- to make it monotheistio- It was farther oharaoter-
i2ed hy a strongly prevailing belief in immortality, of which
the .pyramids -are monuments. In them we find the religion of
i'ht',
the people-expressed Infant. There we study^ religion of tlxe 
Egyptians and find a fundamental hunger for life, happiness, 
and friendship, both human and divine. Although the Gods were
■f
thought to serve man, the highest aspiration of the man was to 
secure their friendship and cooperation.
Oliapter II. Brahmanism.
Brahmanism, the religion*,of the-Vedas,^ of^ which Buddhism 
is A revised form, and which also -had i'ts influence on and shows 
trAoes in Hinduism, is .essentially national in spirit- It is the 
original re'llgion of'India, going back farther than 1000 B,C., and 
the oldest of the Vedas, the Rig-Veda? pictures the earliest forms 
ofjreligion traceable‘among Aryan people, their manners, -customs, 
and ways of thinking.. Besides the Vedas, the early literature of 
Brahmanism includes the Brahmanas, -ritualistic-commentaries--on the 
Vedas, and the Upanishads, speculative treatises on the philosophy
(87)
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' Of the univferaeV which the'^eft'as Were dufjposed to Imply. Among 
its hookS Xff the seOond^'hrder are the Laws of Mahu and the Epi'es^ ‘ 
the Tatter rich in myth and legend-, and the Febple’s Blhle.
Brahmanism teaches that the 'Wor\d is imperfeot hdoause 
of the continual oomihg into existence and perishing of huiflah 
"beings, which involves conflict, pain, and suffering. It "be­
lieves in tr^smigration, and that Salvation comes through know- 
ledge, overcoming desire, and ceasing activity. It is asoetic 
in nature, teaching self-torture and voluntary death, so is for 
priests and monks, in the maip. It eventuates in a longing to he
far awaj on a^olden ^trahd,^ I ;
SEapter III. Buddhism.
' Buddhism, sometimes called the Protestantism of India,
"is one ■’of the most interesting non-6hrfstlan religidns.' It em- 
"bodies redemption, thus resem"bling Christianity. It was founded 
in the Sixth dentuf^ B.G. in Hindustan by a young prince called 
Buddha, fhe Enlightened* Its sacred literature consists of the 
'Pltlkas in the Pali tongue, the holy texts that reveal the Eight­
fold Way and the Tripitaku, the Three Baskets.
Existence also is thought of as evil in Buddhism; through 
enlightenment the fate .of having to be reborn is to be overcome. 
Pain exists because of desire, so not only the latter must be elim­
inated, but individual Qonsciousness as well. Since all life is
suffering, the important thing is to pass out of this circle to
89
Hirvana. Uevertheles^-; Buddhism'rejects asoetioism, self-torture 
and voluntary parting from this life. It disregards race and oaste? 
Emancipation is through thought; knowledge is redemption. Banished
» . «^ ’f
from "the land of its b'irth, it is now the religion of Burmah and 
Ceylon, one of the three of China, and holds some sway in Japan.
Chapter- BY; ^Hinduism. , , . ' ,
- pindpism goes back to a movement of the ninth oentupy 
B.O. to give ttif philosophical religion of the Brahmans to the 
lower castes of Jndip as well as to get a more vltai and a,mope 
satisfying religion., '4s such it is an. outgrowth of a bpdy of 
literature.. inolti'dingfthg-I^vts of Mann, the Vedic Hymns, and the 
great epics the Ramayana and the Mahabharata. It seems to appeal 
to humanity without respect of race, and is the most popular re­
ligion of India today. Hinduism is a polytheistic religion 
desiring to become an ethical monotheism; its chief God is 
Vishna (Krishna). As a religion of compromise, it tries to 







Zoroastrianism, the religion of anoient p-prsi^a, witjh 
th^ Avesta and the Gathas as its sacred literature, was,a relig­
ion of a high order. At best it ghowe an approach to genuine 
monotheism; later the struggle between the God q^6. the^evil 
spirit led to a dualism.. Zarathustra, the prophet of Zoroas­
trianism, who.probably lived during the seventh century B.C, in 
northern Persia, had much in common with the Hebrew prophets, 
and some of the- ideas of the Parsees, the progressive repreaenta-
.f .
tives of this religion, affected the later development of Judaism, 
especially as -far as anggls and spirits are oonoerhed. ^
Chapter 12. The Religion the Anoient Hebrews 
and Judai^.
Chapter X. The Religions of Greece and Rome.
Chapter XI* Mohammedanism.
Chapter XII* The Germanic Religions (inoluding 
^ the Soan3TnavTan.
Chapter XIII. Christianity.
Chapter 2IV. Christianity and- the Religions of
the World.
C. What ghls introductory' Course is to do for the Student* 
Gonelusion;
^:^avii^ traced th? Story of Bible fifom its beginning
« V w* ^ * *
in hero songs and war cries^ passed down orally fo:F generations, 
and having followed the traoee of thp earlier written dooumen'ts 
of the Hebrew religion which in turn became the sources for other 
writings until the four documents; J, s, D, and,? combined form 
much of the earlier part of our 014 Testament, the student has 
come to see how the making of the Bible and the literature it 
represents has not been so different from what is true of other 
literatures. He has &een the Law, or Pentateuch, to this day 
the Bible of the small remaining group of S^aritans, —* become “ 
recogi^ized as sacred^literatur-e; ^has seen the. Prophets, former 
and latter* take form and gain such recognition; and he has fol« 
lowed th^ struggle for the same verdict as far as^the books com­
prising both the Writing.s and Apocrypha were'Oj^ncerned, ^the ^o.rmer 
group to win the coveted position, the latter lo.ae^^-and not on the 
basis of merit solely in either case. The atudent also has watched• 4 ^ -
the coming into being of the Hew Testament; he has come to under­
stand how the Epistles ware letters, of aounsel .and guidance to the
e^rly churches in times of stress, yea. persecution, and has learned 
how the different Gospels were written for different gr-oups, Roman, 
Je.wish, and Greek, .and from different, viewpoints, after the, story 
of the life and deeds of Jesus^ had be.en pp^ased on orally- for a 
score of years. He has seen the Ol-d^Testamen"^ the Bible of 
Christ's day, translated into .Gjr-^ek and^ the whole Bible put into
(91)
Iistin, with the Vulgate as the most prominent version. Then he
' ' : -t ' *
saw how the Serme.nio Migrations were the dispersion of Christianity; 
they brought oup ancestors of Northwestern Europe into the fore- 
ground, politically and racially; Bible translation arnd version 
followed upon translation and version, not into one changing 
language only, but in many developing along parallel lines.
The fall of Constantinople and the resulting Renaissance 
brought about a going back to the Greek and the sources of the
r r ^ ^ „
Bible; its age of awakening made possible the invention of the 
printing-press, and the Reformation with the open Bible for the
M ♦
people, but this latter not without a^struggle- But since lang- 
uage is ever developing, ever changing, the Bible once translated 
into a language, nO' matter how well the task be done, would not
, I la . ’ ^ ^
do for all times. So even the King James Version was followed/ , . ‘V" i '
by the American Standard Revised Version, which has been supple- 
7 . ’ ^ ^ ^
mented within the last decade or two, both by still more modern
versions and Children's Bibles, to meet the needs of all, young
and old, child and scholar. ^ ^
. - { **■
The Bible has thus become a vital, living book, its 
story a thrilling one, inspiring not only, but calling forth
—v< * ^
the best in youth in its defense and fCr its propagation, iike- ; ^ .
Sir lancelot of old the young man and the youpg woman to whom 
this vision comes will weuit to help the Bible get its rightful 
place in the lives of others, especially those of the boys 
and girls of today, the men an^ women of tomorrow.
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But there have been and are other religions. Would
they not", i'f' the^fr- lit'er^fufes*'-were ^'udied-' similarly,'' have an 
equal appeal ^andT delnand? In this tiiiie of’ the sway of p'fagmatiSm^' 
and it‘s Buddhistic Philo'^phy and "when 'oriental reli’^ions are 
ereoting"t'helr ye'ry temples in our oitiea, 'it behooves the're- 
li'gious edugaijor to‘Imow what thoser reUi-gforis are, to ‘know why 
Ohristiahity ^stand's" head''End ^shoulders above the rest. All re­
ligions", "to be sure, express'something of'‘the'' plan of God for .
the-wo rid: but'"'to a Varying degree, fo make clear this variance, 
Christ must be compared with Krishna and the gods of other re- 
ligions.
t-f ' religion ^qf^Anoient’''Egypt;^as * th'qs’e of’
Babylonia and Assyria? (for there is some relation), we*fe in- 
olddbd'ln our suggested ooirrse', both because these'nations rep- 
res'^fit some of the oldest c'fvillzatio’hs khJwn, and because the 
Jews, among whom Christianity was both,” hhd -direct dealings with 
these''neighbors on’'either side, and their religions-cianot but'" 
have had some "influence on' each other.' fhis' prepared for* bhe
study 6f the religion ef ‘ the'anoiehif HebVews-lateV. Going 'East, 
the' religions “'of'India ^nd“4h£na,' interlinlcing through -Buddhism, ■■■— 
bofn in Irid-ia,-a-leading "religion“in China, — were nextvtaken up 
in the study. Brahmanism, the religidn-‘o*f the Tedas and -Atman^ 
with its outgrowths Hinduism ahd^BddShism, the^ la'tte'r ‘feSe'mbling 
Christianity'in Its-redsmptive feStxire, and all three *preaohihg 
ajp'SssiVe longing rathd-r t’harj an active coping with existing- i* w ■"*' 
evi'ld, dqi not make, for civilization and progress. Andreas intdndia
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so it is in China: tho majority of the people-are popr^ heoause 
of their philosophy, which lays olaim tq the name of religion, as 
for instance in the case of Taoism. It is, moreover,, a curious 
fact that in China one may “belong to all three religions of the 
country: .Confucianism, Taoism-, and Buddhism, at once, for the. 
first, s system of morality, deals with present life only,, the
C-'^ ^ '' ** ft' -ii- - -
second with the invisible, hut present world of spirits, and the
^ r ; if* ^
third with the.world to come, ^et the sum total of the t^eeV ■*, »
presents no Saviour, no God who forgives sj.ns. ^
^ ^ J ^ w ^ y
Shintoism, the religion of Japan alongside with a form
»
of Buddhism', is one of supersitions, 3ut Persian Zproastfianism', 
a religion of opposites, at its heat worshipped the pure, white, 
and clean. It vyas the religion wStSi which the children of.^Israel 
became acquainted after they went into exile. From it‘Ji^aiam and 
Christianity have their idea of a star briii^ing the Light. The 
oriental spirit' of the religion of Mithras, the Goddess of Light, 
moreover, worked to advance the spirit of the early Christian
^ ^ ‘ H.V.
church, for it discredited the Greek and Roman cults. It is.
- tj
then, but a step 'to the religion of the Hebrews and their belief,* « . *• r , ^ . t* ' r- ►, ''v- V ^ ^ /
growing into Jndalsm with its Talmud on the one side and Into
^ r ^ *
Christianity with its Bible: Old Testament and Hew, on the other.
r ' * . *
The latter, once-born, comes fofth victorious, over every religion
* j I :«j } - . .. ^
with which it has to deal intimately. True it had to reconcile
^ j . 1 * r j "
its spirit, the Holy Spirit, with the Hellenic spirit of the Greek 
philosophy during its early existence, but both the religion of
Greece and "tiiaV'of'-Rome, aeHjher of which had a'iitera'tu’re/'soon
* ' ’ 'V'’ r ' "i “1perished, Mohammedanism, a religion of‘monotheism of the' sixth 
oenturVt'is founded on a lllierature, the Koran, " It is built not' 
only on ideas from the Old Testament, but also shows traces of 
the influence of 'Christianity.'^ In order to advance, it has had 
to fight" its way with "the sword, ^o'nly'to ^be turned out of western
V j f ’’ ■" " i'i ^ X t s 4 ' \ ^ 'Europe'after hundreds of years,’'’and 'it never has ’succeeded to 
enter in'the Bast; beyond ^the*'gates. Because it’has preserved 
the instincts of the primitive religious mind, Mohammedanism makes




■'-irtien "Christianity peine in^o^oirntact'with the'religion
df the Germnio tribes, it was found that the two had much Hi? ^ 
oo"mmon^ and the latter oonquefe'i*''b'eo^e the strongest' devoid * 
of the' former. Again and Again hAs the 'superIdr*'power of
^ ^ ~ in ^ n tChristianity been shown. When it and other religions are un— 
derstood in their relation to each other, it appears-that' the 
Christian’s way of approaching God" is'tfiie most wdrthful: Christ-
♦ ^
ianity fulfills the truth of our experience "i5est, and Christ Is,
r J ' e * ' *' " ^ , c •-as U. W. G. Ward has so fittingly expressed it, "Rot one among
the World’s teachers; He is Teacher unique in understanding,
supreme in sympathy, and unparalleled in power to bless the human
0 J w vvC ‘it*-'* • -T" * '• ‘tsoul; and it is the comfort of the Christian and the crown-glory 
^ ‘'o-vT'-. fcv*' y ^ S • "* * ^of the Christian’s church that such a One is set forth for the
homage and adoration of mankind."
..I lO
The study of the lives of great teachers is then to
*96
draw tlije parallel; how tjios^ who have hQ^rd .the message of ^hewt*
history of the. Bible and who, through a st^^dy of religiona oom- 
paratively havp^ gai^ied an insight into the a^iqh^iess^and depth, of 
the oAe Christ, the Great Teaoher, have something^ to gi,v;e,, If ^
- ^9
t)ie great leaders and teaqhers of the papt , felt oalleA^ by., an^ in­
domitable urge to help lead others jfrom darkness to lightfrom 
ignorance to knowledge, how much more should not those who .see 
the light in this our day when moral and religious education is 
the great outstanding need, feel the call and respond to it by 
oonaeorating themselves to the task and preparing for it?
To sura up briefly, the present situation in the field 
of religious education was briefly'sketched, the facts-and needs 
pointed out. A survey of the teacher training movement shows that 
the need has been felt, for a series both of courses and schools, 
some more, some less adequate, have been launched to meet it. It 
has been recognized that the foundation of teacher training work 
must rest on the local church, hence the introductory course has 
been placed there. It is to lay a foundation for technical courses 
as well as such resting upon community efforts li’or such a course 
such bodies of data as the Story of the Bible and a study of Re^ 
ligions comparatively, a phase of both of which has been intro­
duced into the course for Young People in the Scribner s Series 
of Sunday School Lessons, — have been chosen as fundamental. These 
are to be supplemented with a study of the biographies of great 
teachers, which is new in the Sunday School curricula, even if a 
study of heroes in Christian work is not. Such an introductory
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oouree is to inspire tlioie'.wfib tnow how we got our Bihle and how 
fascinating and daring the story of its development, who under­
stand. wijr our Christiap religion deserves a place above and be­
yond all other religions, past and present, to want to take their 
place in a line of bpostolio footsteps
of those,teachers,, and most especia|.ly the grea.t, feacher - ChristI
BJ-BI.iOGR4PHTi
^ V M ^ ^
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